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SUBJECT: Revised Findings for Major Amendment Request No. 2-06 (“Timeshares”) to
the City of Huntington Beach Certified Local Coastal Program (For Public Hearing and
Commission Action at the April 11-13, 2007 meeting in Santa Barbara).
SUMMARY OF LCP AMENDMENT REQUEST NO. 2-06
Request by the City of Huntington Beach to amend both the Land Use Plan (LUP) and the
Implementation Plan (IP) portions of the Local Coastal Program (LCP). The proposed LUP
amendment would: 1) allow “timeshares” in every Commercial Visitor district by adding
“timeshares” to the list of allowable uses within the Commercial Visitor District; 2) modify
Policy 3.2.4 to add timeshares as an allowable use within all Commercial Visitor districts,
and 3) replace the phrase “overnight accommodation” with “hotels/motels and timeshares”
in the list of uses allowed within the Commercial General land use category. The
proposed IP amendment would modify the Downtown Specific Plan to: 1) add a definition
of “timeshares” in the definitions section of the Downtown Specific Plan; 2) allow
timeshares as an allowable use specifically within District 7 (Pacific City) and District 9
(Waterfront); and 3) provide certain restrictions on timeshares within District 7 and District
9. Proposed LCP Amendment Request No. 2-06 was submitted for Commission
certification by City Council Resolution No. 2005-20.
SUMMARY OF COMMISSION ACTION
At the Commission hearing of October 12, 2006 the Commission reviewed the City of
Huntington Beach Local Coastal Program Amendment 2-06. Public testimony and
Commission discussion included concerns regarding assurances that existing and
approved traditional hotel units (transient) would not be converted to limited ownership
units. The Commission found that imposition of a deed restriction acknowledging that no
such conversion would occur would be adequate to protect existing and approved transient
overnight accommodations. Such deed restriction would appropriately be recorded at the
time a coastal development permit is processed. Discussion also addressed the
appropriate amount for an in-lieu fee to offset the lack of lower cost overnight
accommodations. The Commission found that $3,000 per non-lower cost unit was an
appropriate fee amount. Therefore, the Commission approved with revised suggested
modifications the City’s request to amend the LCP as requested.
COMMISSION VOTE: The Commissioners voting on the Land Use Plan amendment
prevailing side were: Achadjian, Burke, Clark, Kram, Kruer, Neely, Padilla, Potter,
Reilly, Wan, and Chair Caldwell.
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The Commissioners voting on the Implementation Plan amendment prevailing side were:
Achadjian, Burke, Clark, Kram, Kruer, Neely, Padilla, Potter, Reilly, Shallenberger,
Wan, and Chair Caldwell.
SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff is recommending that the Commission adopt the following revised findings in support
of the Commission’s action on October 12, 2006, approving the proposed Huntington
Beach Local Coastal Program Amendment 2-06 if modified. The motions to accomplish
this are found on pages 3 and 4. The more significant changes made to reflect the
Commission’s action can be found on pages 17, 18, 26, 27, 28, 30.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
For the proposed Land Use Plan amendment, the standard of review is conformance with
and satisfaction of the requirements of the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. For the
proposed Implementation Plan amendment, the standard of review is conformance with
and adequacy to carry out the provisions of the certified Huntington Beach Land Use Plan,
as amended.
SUMMARY OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Section 30503 of the Coastal Act requires public input in Local Coastal Program
development. During the preparation, approval, certification, and amendment of any local
coastal program, the public, as well as all affected governmental agencies, including
special districts, shall be provided maximum opportunities to participate. Prior to
submission of a local coastal program for approval, local governments shall hold a public
hearing or hearings on that portion of the program which has not been subjected to public
hearings within four years of such submission. On January 25, 2005 the Planning
Commission held a study session to discuss the proposed amendment. On February 8,
2005 the Planning Commission held a public hearing on the proposed amendment. On
March 21, 2005 the City Council held a public hearing on the proposed amendment.
Three speakers spoke in favor of the project at the February 8, 2005 Planning Commission
hearing. Only the applicant spoke at the City Council hearing. All staff reports were made
available for public review in the Planning Department and in the Huntington Beach Public
Library. Public hearing notices were mailed to property owners, occupants and interested
parties. Notice of the public hearing was published in a local newspaper of general
circulation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Copies of the staff report are available online on the Coastal Commission’s website at
www.coastal.ca.gov or at the South Coast District office located in the ARCO Center
Towers, 200 Oceangate, Suite 1000, Long Beach, 90802. To obtain copies of the staff
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report by mail, or for additional information, contact Meg Vaughn in the Long Beach office
at (562) 590-5071. The City of Huntington Beach contact for this LCP amendment is Mary
Beth Broeren, Principal Planner, who can be reached at (714) 536-5271.
Exhibits
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

I.

Vicinity Map
Location Map Pacific City & Waterfront Sites
City Council Resolution No. 2005-20
PKF Study
Orange County Register Article re Huntington Beach Hostel
Historic Site Photos

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS

NOTE: Only those Commissioners on the prevailing side of the Commission’s action are
eligible to vote on the following motions.
A. Land Use Plan Amendment
Motion
“I move that the Commission adopt the following revised findings in support of the
Commission’s approval of the City of Huntington Beach LCP Land Use Plan
amendment No. 2-06 if modified as suggested.”
Staff recommends a YES vote on the motion. Passage of this motion will result in the
adoption of revised findings as set forth in this staff report. The motion requires a majority
vote of the members from the prevailing side present at the October 12, 2006, hearing,
with at least three of the prevailing members voting. Only those Commissioners on the
prevailing side of the Commission’s action are eligible to vote on the revised findings.
The Commissioners voting on the prevailing side to approve the LUP amendment if
modified were: Commissioners Achadjian, Burke, Clark, Kram, Kruer, Neely, Padilla,
Potter, Reilly, Wan, and Chair Caldwell.
Resolution
The Commission hereby adopts the findings set forth below approving if modified as
suggested, the City of Huntington Beach LCP Land Use Plan Amendment 2-06 on the
grounds that the findings support the Commission’s decision of October 12, 2006 and
accurately reflect the reasons for it.
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B. Implementation Plan Amendment
Motion
“I move that the Commission adopt the following revised findings in support of the
Commission’s approval of the City of Huntington Beach LCP Implementation Plan
amendment No. 2-06 if modified as suggested.”
Staff recommends a YES vote on the motion. Passage of this motion will result in the
adoption of revised findings as set forth in this staff report. The motion requires a majority
vote of the members from the prevailing side present at the October 12, 2006, hearing,
with at least three of the prevailing members voting. Only those Commissioners on the
prevailing side of the Commission’s action are eligible to vote on the revised findings.
The Commissioners voting on the prevailing side to approve the IP amendment if modified
were: Commissioners Achadjian, Burke, Clark, Kram, Kruer, Neely, Padilla, Potter,
Reilly, Shallenberger, Wan, and Chair Caldwell.
Resolution
The Commission hereby adopts the findings set forth below approving if modified as
suggested, the City of Huntington Beach LCP Implementation Plan Amendment 2-06 on
the grounds that the findings support the Commission’s decision of October 12, 2006 and
accurately reflect the reasons for it.

II.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS
SEE APPENDIX A

III.

FINDINGS

The following findings support the Commission's action of October 12, 2006 denying the
proposed LCP Land Use Plan amendment and the proposed Implementation Plan
amendment as submitted, and approving both if modified as suggested. Changes to the
findings contained in the staff recommendation dated September 28, 2006 necessary to
reflect the Commission’s action are indicated as follows:
Language deleted as a result of the Commission’s action is shown in strike out.
Language added as a result of the Commission’s action is shown in bold, underline.
The Commission hereby finds and declares as follows:
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A.

Amendment Description

The City of Huntington Beach has requested to amend both the Land Use Plan (LUP) and
the Implementation Plan (IP) portions of the Local Coastal Program (LCP). Proposed LCP
Amendment Request No. 2-06 was submitted for Commission certification by City Council
Resolution No. 2005-20. That resolution, which contains the City’s proposed changes to
the LUP and IP, is attached as exhibit C.
1.

LUP Amendment

The proposed LUP amendment would introduce timeshares as a visitor serving use
throughout the Commercial Visitor district. This is proposed to be accomplished by
modifying the existing Table C-1 Coastal Element Land Use Plan Land Use, Density and
Overlay Schedule by adding “timeshares” to the list of “typical permitted uses” in the
Commercial Visitor (CV) land use category in the table. The amendment also proposes to
make a conforming change by modifying existing Policy 3.2.4 to add the Commercial
Visitor district to the list of land use districts where timeshares are allowed. Under the
existing certified LUP, timeshares are only allowed within the Commercial General and
Mixed Use Districts. The LUP amendment also proposes to replace the term “overnight
accommodations” with “hotels/motels and timeshares” in the list of allowable uses within
the Commercial General land use category. Finally, Table C-2 Community District and
Subarea Schedule, is proposed to be modified. Table C-2 is an area by area chart that
identifies, among other things, specific uses allowed within the areas identified. The LUP
amendment proposes to add “timeshares” to the list of permitted uses within two specific
areas: Subarea 4C PCH/First (Lake) Street (an area commonly known now as Pacific
City), and Subarea 4D Waterfront. Both the “Pacific City” and “Waterfront” sites front on
the inland side of Pacific Coast Highway, directly across from the sandy public beach and
ocean (see exhibit B).
The certified LUP identifies the following as typically permitted uses in the Commercial
Visitor district: “hotels/motel, restaurants, recreation-related retail sales, cultural uses (e.g.
museums) and similar uses oriented to coastal and other visitors to the City.” In the
Commercial General district, the certified LUP identifies “overnight accommodations” as a
typically permitted use. The amendment proposes to replace the phrase “overnight
accommodations” in the description of typical permitted uses within the Commercial
General district with the following: “hotels/motels, timeshares.”
2.

Anticipated Projects

This proposed LCPA is a somewhat project-specific amendment. Specific development is
envisioned and would be accommodated by the proposed changes. The development that
is envisioned at Pacific City includes portions similar to a traditional timeshare and would
supplement development at Pacific City that is already under way. Uses approved by the
existing local coastal development permit for Pacific City include a mixed use development
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that will front along Pacific Coast Highway consisting of retail, office, restaurant, cultural,
and entertainment uses; a hotel; and 516 condominium units above subterranean parking.
The residential condominiums are to be located landward of the mixed use and hotel
development.
Currently the permitted uses listed in Table C-2 for Subarea 4C (Pacific City) are “visitorserving and community-serving commercial uses, restaurants, entertainment, and other
uses (as permitted by the “CV” and “CG” land use categories)”.
The Waterfront site is also located along the inland side of Pacific Coast Highway,
between Huntington Street and Beach Boulevard. Existing development at the site
includes a Hilton hotel and a Hyatt hotel. A third hotel is anticipated at this site, and this
LUPA’s allowance for timeshares in this area is designed to allow approval of the new
hotel as a “condominium hotel,” wherein individual rooms can be subdivided for sale as
“condominium hotel rooms.” Currently the permitted uses listed in Table C-2 for Subarea
4D (Waterfront) are “Hotels/motels and supporting visitor-serving commercial uses (in
accordance with Development Agreement)”.
3.

IP Amendment

The proposed IP amendment would change only the Downtown Specific Plan portion of
the Implementation Plan. No changes are proposed to the Zoning and Subdivision
Ordinance, which comprises the bulk of the City’s certified Implementation Plan. The
proposed IP amendment would modify the Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) to allow
timeshares by proposing the following changes. The term “timeshare” is proposed to be
added to the DSP definitions section (Section 4.0.04), and timeshares are proposed to be
added to the list of uses allowed within District 7 (which corresponds to the Pacific City
site) and District 9 (which corresponds to the Waterfront site) of the DSP. The proposed
definition of timeshares would be broad enough to allow both of the limited use forms of
property ownership being proposed, as described above. District No. 7 is titled “VisitorServing Commercial” and District No. 9 is titled “Commercial/Recreational”. New language
is proposed within Districts 7 and 9 to establish certain restrictions on the newly proposed
“timeshare” use within those districts. More specifically, the restrictions proposed in
Districts 7 and 9 would require that these “timeshares” be allowed only as part of a master
planned development and that they be subject to the following conditions: a) at least 25%
of the units be permanently reserved for transient overnight accommodations during the
peak summer season; b) the timeshare facility operate as a hotel, including requirements
for a centralized reservations system, check-in services, advertising, security, and daily
housecleaning; and c) a description specifying how the twenty-five percent reserved
transient overnight requirement will be satisfied within the master planned development is
required to be submitted at the time of application.
The proposed definition of timeshare is:
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Timeshares: Any master planned development wherein a purchaser receives the
right in perpetuity, for life, or for a term of years, to the recurrent, exclusive use or
occupancy of a lot, parcel, unit, room(s), or segment of real property, annually or on
some other seasonal or periodic basis, for a period of time that has been or will be
allotted from the use or occupancy periods into which the project has been divided
and shall include, but not be limited to timeshare estate, interval ownership,
vacation license, vacation lease, club membership, timeshare use,
condominium/hotel, or uses of a similar nature.
New subsections 4.9.12 and 4.11.13 are both proposed to use the following language:
Timeshares. May be permitted as part of a master planned development and shall be
conditioned as follows:
a) At least twenty-five percent of the units be permanently reserved for transient
overnight accommodations during the peak summer season (beginning the day
before Memorial Day weekend and ending the day after Labor Day).
b) The timeshare facility shall operate as a hotel including requirements for a
centralized reservations system, check-in services, advertising, security, and
daily housecleaning.
c) A description specifying how the twenty-five percent reserved transient overnight
requirements of Section 4.9.12 (a)/4.11.13 (a) will be satisfied within the master
planned development must be submitted at time of applications.
B.

History of Timeshares in the LCP

The Land Use Plan as currently certified does not allow timeshare uses within the
Commercial Visitor (CV) district. Timeshare uses are currently allowed within the
Commercial General (CG) district and within the Mixed Use (M), Mixed Use-Horizontally
Integrated Housing (MH), and Mixed Use-Vertically Integrated Housing (MV) districts,
subject to certain restrictions. Existing LUP Policy C 3.2.4 states:
Timeshares may be permitted in Commercial General District (CG) and Mixed Use
Districts (M, MH, and MV) provided that any such project be conditioned as follows:
a) That at least twenty-five percent of the units be permanently reserved for
transient overnight accommodations during the summer season (beginning the
day before the Memorial Day weekend and ending the day after Labor Day).
b) That the timeshare facility operate as a hotel including requirements for a
centralized reservations system, check-in services, advertising, security, and
daily housecleaning.
The City’s Land Use Plan was updated in 2001 by replacing the then existing certified
Land Use Plan with an entirely new Land Use Plan (Coastal Element). The Commission
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approved the updated LUP, subject to suggested modifications, via LUP amendment 3-99,
which was acted on by the Commission in June of 2001. At the time of that LUP update,
the City proposed timeshares as an allowable use within the Commercial Visitor district.
Timeshare use within the Commercial Visitor district was specifically rejected by the
Commission at that time via a suggested modification deleting the language that was
proposed to allow it. The LUP update approved through LUP amendment 3-99 does allow
timeshares within Commercial General and in the Mixed Use Districts (M, MH, and MV)
subject to the restrictions of LUP Policy C 3.2.4, which was added to the LUP as a
suggested modification at the time of that amendment. In denying timeshare uses within
the Commercial Visitor district, the Commission found:
“In terms of timeshares, Policy C 3.2.3 [the policy number changed with insertion of
the suggested modifications throughout the LUP], as submitted, would allow
timeshares. Though time-shares are similar to hotels in many ways there are
significant differences that favor interpreting time-shares as a form of residential
development. Time-shares cannot be considered to be a true visitor serving
development, like a hotel, since it is membership based and it would be possible for
members to stay for significant periods of time. In fact, it would be possible for a
time-share member to buy enough timeslots to cover an entire year, which would
basically make the time-share member a year round resident. Furthermore, the
Commission recognizes that time-share membership would not promote maximum
public access opportunities on a first come first serve basis such as hotels provide.
Timeshares typically involve the “selling” of units to more affluent vacationers who
typically stay in the units for longer periods of time than overnight use. Because
they are occupied for longer periods of time by those who buy interests in them,
they are almost considered to be residential use rather than a transient visitor
serving use. Under Section 30222 of the Coastal Act, residential development is a
low priority use in the Coast Zone.”
For these reasons (cited above) the Commission specifically denied timeshares as an
appropriate use within the Commercial Visitor district. As originally proposed, the current
amendment included no new language or new information addressing the concerns
previously raised by the Commission regarding timeshares.
In the certified Implementation Plan, timeshares are allowed as a “quasi-residential” use
within the Commercial Visitor district. At the time the IP was comprehensively updated (in
April 1996, via IP amendment 1-95), the standard of review was the then certified LUP
(prior to the LCPA 3-99 update). Under the LUP as it existed at that time, limited
residential use was allowed within the Visitor Serving Commercial (VSC) land use
designation. The principal permitted uses of the VSC land use designation were hotels,
motels, restaurants, theaters, museums, specialty and beach-related retail, and service
uses. It also allowed, however, office and residential uses by special permit. Residential
use was allowed subject to the following restriction: “the street level or one-third of the
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total floor area shall be devoted to visitor-serving commercial uses; however at least 50%
of the street level shall be visitor-serving commercial.”
The City’s Implementation Plan was updated in April 1996 via Implementation Plan
Amendment No. 1-95. IP Amendment 1-95 replaced most of the existing IP with the City’s
Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance. The updated IP allows residential development within
the Commercial Visitor district, consistent with the restriction in the LUP outlined above. In
this way, timeshares are allowed, under the currently certified IP, within the Commercial
Visitor district. But the IP recognizes timeshares not as a visitor serving use, but as a
quasi-residential use that, although not visitor serving, is allowed within visitor serving
designations as part of a mixed use development. Therefore, the City’s currently certified
LCP does not recognize timeshares as a visitor serving use.
C.

Land Use Plan Amendment: Consistency with Chapter 3 Policies of the
Coastal Act
1.

Denial of the LUP Amendment as Submitted

Section 30213 of the Coastal Act states:
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and,
where feasible, provided. Development providing public recreational opportunities
are preferred.
The commission shall not: (1) require that overnight room rentals be fixed at an
amount certain for any privately owned and operated hotel, motel, or other similar
visitor-serving facility located on either public or private lands; or (2) establish or
approve any method for the identification of low or moderate income persons for the
purpose of determining eligibility for overnight room rentals in any such facility.
Section 30222 of the Coastal Act states:
The use of private lands suitable for visitor-serving commercial recreational facilities
designed to enhance public opportunities for coastal recreation shall have priority
over private residential, general industrial, or general commercial development, but
not over agriculture or coastal-dependent industry.
Visitor serving uses are strongly preferred under the Coastal Act. Visitor serving uses are
preferred because they maximize the number of people who can enjoy the unique
experience available only along the coast. Private residential development along the coast
is of highly limited use, being usable only by those able to afford coastal living. General
commercial uses benefit a more limited number of people having a need for such uses.
Furthermore, lesser priority uses, such as residential and general commercial, are not
dependent upon being located within the coastal zone. Such uses can accomplish their
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functions virtually anywhere; whereas the coastal visitor experience is available only along
the coast. Moreover, population growth in general creates greater demand for those
limited amounts of visitor serving developments that are available.
The proposed LUP amendment would allow timeshares throughout the Commercial Visitor
land use designation, subject only to restrictions that 25% be available for transient
overnight accommodations during the summer season, and that the timeshare facility be
operated as a hotel (including centralized reservations system, check-in services, etc.).
However, 75% of any future timeshare facility could be available exclusively to timeshare
members year-round. And 100% could be available exclusively to timeshare members for
nine months of each year. Timeshare facilities provide a lower level of public accessibility
than traditional hotels and motels.
There are numerous methods for dividing property and/or time interests within vacation
accommodations and selling those interests to private individuals or entities. As the
market changes, these methods also evolve. Commonly used terms for these methods
include “timeshare”, “fractional ownership’, “condominium/hotel” among many others, all of
which tend to be loosely defined as they are used within the industry. However, each type
of timeshare proposal may necessitate different controls that must be tailored to assure
that public accessibility to the facility is maximized. One step toward implementing those
controls is to have clearly defined terminology. The City has not proposed a definition for
the term “timeshare” in the proposed Land Use Plan amendment, exacerbating the issue.
For instance, the term “timeshare” can also have a more specific meaning that defines a
particular type of divided interest product. Thus, a specific definition of the term
“timeshare”, as well as a distinct “catch-all” phrase is necessary in the Land Use Plan.
Hereinafter, within these findings, the Commission will use the phrase “Limited Use
Overnight Visitor Accommodations” to mean any hotel, motel or other similar facility that
provides overnight visitor accommodations wherein a purchaser receives the right in
perpetuity, for life, or a term of years, to the recurrent, exclusive use or occupancy of a lot,
parcel, unit, room(s), or segment of the facility, annually or on some other seasonal or
periodic basis, for a period of time that has been or will be allotted from the use or
occupancy periods into which the facility has been divided and shall include, but not be
limited to Timeshare, Condominium-Hotel, Fractional Ownership Hotel, or uses of a similar
nature. Furthermore, the term “timeshare” will be used in the context of the more specific
product type. The current understanding of Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations raises significant issues with regard to their appropriateness within the
visitor serving district. However, if a definition is not included in the LUP, even the
marginal potential benefit to coastal zone visitors is not assured. The proposed LUP
amendment, by introducing “timeshares” as an allowable use within the Commercial Visitor
designation without describing what that use means, could result in uses approved as
“timeshare” that provides little or no benefit to the general public visitor. As proposed,
conversion of existing overnight accommodations could be allowed within the visitor
designation too. Thus, existing and future hotel/motel rooms available to the general
public are jeopardized under the current proposal. The proposed LUP amendment does
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not prioritize visitor serving uses, inconsistent with the requirements of Coastal Act Section
30222.
Moreover, Section 30213 of the Coastal Act requires that lower cost visitor facilities be
protected, encouraged, and, where feasible, provided. Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations in general cannot be considered lower cost. Generally, Limited Use
Overnight Visitor Accommodation facilities require that potential users purchase the right to
long term, recurring use. Generally, this requires significant initial investment, and often
periodic fees. Such monetary requirements are often beyond the means of a large
segment of the general population and certainly exclude that portion of the population that
is of the least means. Traditional hotels, motels and similar overnight accommodations, do
not require a long term financial commitment in exchange for use of a unit.
In addition, because the total amount of time purchased per year by members may be in
months or groups of months, rather than daily or even weekly, Limited Use Overnight
Visitor Accommodations use is generally considered quasi-residential. Without a definition
of what is meant by the term “timeshare”, these issues become even more problematic.
The LUP already includes a substantial amount of areas designated for private residential
development, and to a lesser extent, general commercial. The area within proximity to the
coast is limited, and within that limited area, only some areas are designated specifically
for Commercial Visitor. To allow what could potentially be quasi-residential use within the
limited areas designated specifically for visitor serving use does not recognize, reflect, or
implement the Coastal Act’s priority of visitor serving uses over residential uses.
Furthermore, throughout the coastal zone lower cost overnight accommodations are
becoming more and more scarce. The coastal zone area within the City of Huntington
Beach and adjacent Sunset Beach do provide lower cost overnight visitor
accommodations. Recreational vehicle camping is provided at both Huntington State
Beach, and at Bolsa Chica State Beach. In addition, the City beach parking lot allows
Recreational Vehicle camping during the non-summer months (the parking lots are used
for day use parking during the busy summer months).
There are also a fair number of relatively lower cost hotel/motel facilities in the general
vicinity. This is reflected in a study prepared by PKF Consulting at the request of one of
the underlying project’s proponents (see exhibit D). The study indicates that there are a
number in the general vicinity, but many of them, although within two to three miles of the
coastal zone, are not actually in the coastal zone. They may be close enough to serve
out-of-town beach-going visitors, but their continued availability is not something that can
be assured by the Coastal Commission, due to their location beyond its jurisdiction.
Moreover, the trend lately is to replace the lower end facilities with higher end facilities or
residential uses. Some examples of this are the conversion of the lower cost Marineland
facility (though not an overnight accommodation, a significant visitor draw), which is in the
process of being replaced with a high end destination resort. Even at the two sites that are
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the focus of this LCP amendment, the most recent use at each site was a lower cost motel.
At the Pacific City site, the most recent establishment was the Huntington Shores Motel
and a Grinder restaurant. These were demolished in 2000, though they had closed years
before. Less is known about the Waterfront site, but historic aerial photos show a motel
structure on the site as recently as 1987. See exhibit F for historic photos of each site.
Furthermore, a lower cost hostel in Huntington Beach was recently sold and is no longer
expected to provide lower cost overnight visitor accommodations (see exhibit E).
Regarding the loss of the hostel, the president of the Huntington Beach Conference and
Visitors Bureau is quoted in the Orange County register as saying “The sad news is that
our low-price accommodations are slowly disappearing. That just means that for
international groups with very modest means, it’s becoming very difficult to stay in
Huntington Beach.” The hostel was located just three blocks inland of Pacific Coast
Highway, near the popular pier area. So, even within the City of Huntington Beach, which
has a relatively large number of overnight accommodations, the lower cost
accommodations are giving way to the higher cost accommodations.
The provision of overnight visitor accommodations serves a significant purpose as a
subset of visitor serving uses. Overnight visitor accommodations allow those who do not
live within a day’s drive of the coast an opportunity to enjoy coastal zone amenities when
they otherwise may not be able to. Access to coastal recreation facilities is enhanced
when there are overnight lodging facilities for all economic sectors. Those members of the
public that cannot get to the coast within a day’s journey, would need to travel to the coast,
and then would need a place to stay overnight so that, finally reaching the coast, they don’t
have to turn around and head back. This aspect of visitor serving use is necessary for any
income level, but it is especially useful to provide overnight accommodations in the lower
cost range, as is reflected in the requirements of Section 30213 of the Coastal Act.
However, as proposed, the LUP amendment does not recognize this important function of
visitor serving facilities.
If the former lower cost overnight accommodations are not to be replaced at the subject
sites, their loss must be mitigated. Coastal Act Section 30213 requires that lower cost
visitor facilities be protected, encouraged, and, where feasible, provided. In order to be
consistent with Section 30213 of the Coastal Act, a measure must be included in the LUP
assuring the protection of continued availability of lower cost overnight visitor
accommodations within the coastal zone. But no such measure is included in the LUP
amendment as proposed.
Furthermore, as the LUP amendment is proposed, it is possible that existing hotels,
motels, and other types of overnight visitor accommodations could be converted to Limited
Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations. Because, as proposed, the amendment simply
adds “timeshares” as an allowable use without defining what that means, the LUP would
provide no distinction between traditional overnight transient visitor accommodations, such
as traditional hotels and motels, and Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations.
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There would be no prohibition on converting existing hotel/motel type establishments to
lesser priority, potentially quasi-residential Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations.
A loss of overnight transient visitor accommodations in favor of Limited Use Overnight
Visitor Accommodations is not consistent with the priority Coastal Act Section 30222
places on visitor serving uses.
The proposal to add “timeshares” as an allowable use, especially without defining what a
“timeshare” is, limiting the allowance to new development, or establishing measures to
maximize the visitor serving function, does not protect and encourage lower cost visitor
serving uses. In addition, the proposal does not recognize the Coastal Act preference for
visitor serving uses over private residential and general commercial uses. The
Commission previously denied the City’s request to allow “timeshares” in the Commercial
Visitor district because the use, as currently proposed without a definition or restrictions
and throughout the Commercial Visitor District, cannot be found to be consistent with
Section 30213 of the Coastal Act, which requires that lower cost visitor serving uses be
protected, encouraged and where feasible, provided. In addition, the proposed
amendment cannot be found to be consistent with Section 30222 of the Coastal Act, which
places a higher priority on visitor serving uses than on private residential or general
commercial uses. Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed development is
inconsistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act and therefore must be denied.
2.

Approval of the LUP Amendment if Modified as Suggested

Since the City’s submittal of the LCP amendment, City staff has clarified that the intent of
the amendment is to allow two specific types of Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodation uses only at two specific locations: the Pacific City site and the Waterfront
site (see exhibit B). It is the intent of the City to allow only a Fractional Ownership Hotel at
the Pacific City site, and only a Condominium-Hotel at the Waterfront site. Limiting the
Commercial Visitor sites where Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations may occur
significantly reduces the level of adverse impacts on the provision of visitor serving uses
within the City’s coastal zone. Nevertheless, limiting the sites alone does not adequately
protect visitor serving uses and certainly does not protect such uses in the area where the
Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations would be allowed. The specific type of
Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations use to be allowed must be defined, and
expectations of how the Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations will operate in a
way that increases its visitor serving function must be clearly described. Furthermore,
lower cost overnight visitor accommodations must be protected. As proposed, the LUP
amendment doesn’t address these issues.
However, if the amendment were modified to 1) add an appropriate “catch all” phrase (i.e.
Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations) and define it; 2) include a specific
definition for the term “timeshare”; 3) identify and define the specific types of Limited Use
Overnight Visitor Accommodations desired by the City at each of the two specific sites
where they are desired; 4) limit the proposed sites to the proposed uses; 5) impose
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restrictions on each of the two types of Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations that
would maximize their visitor serving function; 6) add an LUP policy to clarify that no
existing, traditional overnight transient visitor serving accommodations could be converted
to the Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations; and 7) add an LUP policy that
protects lower cost visitor serving overnight accommodations, then, and only then, could
the LUP amendment be found consistent with Sections 30213 and 30222 of the Coastal
Act. In order to accomplish this, modifications are suggested to the proposed LUP
amendment.
Every community has a different set of circumstances with regard to existing hotel
inventory, the range and types of facilities available, their proximity to the coast, and the
availability of other lands suitable for future hotel uses. In addition, future projects may
vary as to type of overnight accommodation proposed with regard to the mix of traditional
hotel rooms within an overall project. Although the proposed amendment would allow
overnight accommodations that will not make all units available to the general public visitor
100% of the time, the Commission has considered the range of existing inventory within
the City. In this case, the Commission is making an allowance for limited use overnight
accommodations in two specific visitor serving districts because of the inventory of existing
overnight accommodations in the City, their range across the spectrum from lower to
higher cost facilities, and the potential for new traditional hotels in the future in the Palm
Goldenwest Specific Plan area (which is expected to remain in oil production for the
foreseeable future – approximately 15 to 20 years). In addition, the allowance for limited
use overnight accommodations that would be created by the proposed amendment, as
modified, would only apply in the context of larger projects that also provide new traditional
overnight accommodations, thereby increasing the pool of traditional hotel rooms available
to the general public within the City, and make provisions for lower cost overnight
accommodations.
The proposed amendment is a project driven amendment. The project proponents have
indicated that financing for traditional hotels is not economically feasible1. Limited Use
Overnight Visitor Accommodations are proposed as a means of financing a hotel-type
facility. The project proponents have indicated that their goal in proposing Limited Use
Overnight Visitor Accommodations is to acquire financial backing for the initial expense of
constructing the hotel, which they assert could not otherwise be built. This assertion is the
basis for the City’s amendment request. The future Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations envisioned for these sites would either 1) provide a certain number of
individual units within the hotel that could be purchased separately by an individual owner
(Condominium Hotel); or 2) offer to individual entities for purchase the right to the use of a
unit for a certain annual time segment to individual entities (Fractional Ownership Hotel).
The certified LUP includes “timeshares” as an allowable use in the Commercial General
and Mixed Use designations. The term is also proposed to be added as a use within the
1

The Commission takes no position with regard to economic feasibility.
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Commercial Visitor land use designation. The term “timeshares” appears to be used by
the City as a “catch-all” phrase that could include a variety of ownership types. However,
the term “timeshare” can have a more specific meaning that defines a particular type of
divided interest product. Thus, a specific definition of the term “timeshare”, as well as a
distinct “catch-all” phrase is necessary in the Land Use Plan. A modification is suggested
to define “timeshare” more along the lines by which it is defined in the Vacation Ownership
and Time-Share Act of 2004 (Bus. & Prof. Code Section 11212(z)). In addition, a
modification is suggested to add a catch-all phrase and its definition. The catch-all phrase
should be sufficiently broad to encompass the two types of limited use hotels desired by
the City, as well as being able to encompass the definition of “timeshare” suggested
above. The catch-all phrase in the suggested modification is “Limited Use Overnight
Visitor Accommodations.” The suggested catch-all phrase is an umbrella term intended to
encompass the suggested modification definitions for “Timeshare”, “Fractional Ownership
Hotel”, and “Condominium-Hotel”.
Although two specific types of Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations are the
City’s goal in proposing this amendment, the only term used in the amendment is
“timeshare.” The currently certified LUP does not include a definition of “timeshare”. This
creates very broad possibilities for what could potentially be allowed within the Commercial
Visitor district by the amendment as proposed. “Timeshare” is a use already allowed by
the LUP within the Commercial General and in the Mixed Use designations (which allow
for a variety of higher and lower priority uses). Again, however, the term is not defined.
Thus, it is appropriate to provide a definition of “timeshare” in the LUP, as described
above. A modification is suggested to modify the proposed amendment by adding
following definition of timeshare:
Any arrangement, plan, or similar program, other than an exchange program,
whereby a purchaser receives ownership rights in or the right to use
accommodations for a period of time less than a full year during any given year, on
a recurring basis for more than one year, but not necessarily for consecutive years.
The LUP already includes a Glossary at the end of the document. The Glossary, a list of
definitions, represents a good place to add a new definition in the LUP.
In order to limit the types of uses that can be approved in the two locations at issue to the
specific types of development the City anticipates and desires to be able to approve, terms
must be adopted to refer to those types of development, and specific definitions for each of
those two terms must also be included within the LUP. In order to maximize the visitor
serving function of the Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations, and to avoid this
amendment being used for unintended purposes, the definition must be specific enough to
control the type of Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations that can ultimately be
allowed at the site. To this end, the types of individual ownership available in each hotel
must be described. The type of Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations put forth
as appropriate by the City and by the project proponent of the Pacific City site is a
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Fractional Ownership Hotel. It is the intent of the project proponent in this case to sell
financial interests in that hotel that would allow the purchaser to have an exclusive right to
use an individual unit for a certain quantity of days on a periodic, recurring basis. A
modification is suggested to add the following definition to the Glossary in the LUP:
Fractional Ownership Hotel – Facility providing overnight visitor accommodations
where at least some of the guestrooms (units) within the facility are owned
separately by multiple owners on a fractional time basis. A fractional time basis
means that an owner receives exclusive right to use of the individual unit for a
certain quantity of days per year and each unit available for fractional ownership will
have multiple owners.
The type of limited ownership hotel put forth as appropriate by the City and the project
proponent of the Waterfront site is a Condominium-Hotel. It is the intent of the project
proponent in this case to sell financial interests in that hotel in the form of separate
condominium ownership interests. In this case the individual owners would own interior
airspace of specific units.
A modification is thus suggested to add the following definition to the Glossary in the LUP:
Condominium-Hotel - Facility providing overnight visitor accommodations where
ownership of at least some of the individual guestrooms (units) within the larger
building or complex is in the form of separate condominium ownership interests, as
defined in California Civil Code section 1351(f). The primary function of the
condominium–hotel is to provide overnight transient visitor accommodations within
every unit that is available to the general public on a daily basis year-round, while
providing both general public availability and limited owner occupancy of those units
that are in the form of separate condominium ownership interests.
In order to maximize the visitor serving use within these Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations, as required by Section 30222 of the Coastal Act, limits and restrictions
must be imposed on the number of units per hotel project for which limited use ownership
rights may be created and sold, and on use of the units by separate owners, as well as on
how the overall hotels are operated.
For the Fractional Ownership Hotel an appropriate limit on the number of units within the
overall hotel facility that may be sold in this limited ownership method is a maximum of
10% of the total number of units. In this case the project proponent anticipates a 165 room
hotel, of which 14 would be sold as fractional interest units. This figure represents slightly
less than 10% of the total hotel units. Assuring that 90% of the total hotel units will be
available to the general public as traditional use hotel rooms tends toward maximization of
the visitor serving function of the Fractional Ownership Hotel consistent with still allowing
the project proponent to obtain the type of funding they have indicated is necessary to
establish a hotel at the site. It should be noted, however, that the allowance for 10% of the
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units to be fractional interest units and the requirement that 90% of the units be traditional
hotel rooms reflects the project proponents anticipated plan. While that ratio, in this case,
is adequate to protect the visitor serving function of the anticipated future hotel at the site,
a different restriction ratio may be appropriate for other sites with different circumstances.
In addition, to maximize the number of potential owners, the length of time any particular
owner may use a fractional ownership unit must be limited. In this case, a maximum of 90
days per calendar year, with a maximum of 29 consecutive days of use during any 60 day
period would allow a minimum of four owner entities per unit, and thus a minimum of 56
owners for all fractional ownership units. Thus, even though the fractional ownership
structure reduces the pool of potential users of these 14 units when compared to the
general population having access to the other units on a daily basis, there will still be at
least 56 different users of the fractional ownership units. That figure is in addition to the
availability of the 151 traditional hotel rooms that would become available to the general
public on a daily basis year-round.
For the Condominium-Hotel 100% of the units may be individually sold. an appropriate
limit on the number of units within the overall hotel facility that may be subdivided for
independent sale in limited ownership form is a maximum of 75% of the total number of
units in the facility (i.e. 25% of the units must be available on a transient, overnight basis to
the general public every day of the year). In addition However, to maximize the number
of potential public users of those units sold as condominiums, the length of time an owner
may use a condominium-hotel unit must be limited. In this case, a maximum of 90 days
per calendar year, with a maximum of 29 consecutive days of use during any 60 day
period would result in each such condominium unit being available on a transient,
overnight basis to the general public at least 275 days per year. Limited owner occupancy
maximizes the visitor serving function of this Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodation.
The Commission finds that in this case 75% , with the use restrictions that maximize
public use of the units, 100% of the total number of Condominium-Hotel units may be
separately owned. However, it should be noted that this percentage takes into
consideration the number of existing, traditional, transient overnight accommodations
(including an existing inventory of lower cost overnight accommodations) in the area.
Within the project vicinity there are a significant number of traditional overnight
accommodations available to the general public (see exhibit D). With the required in-lieu
fee, the project would also contribute toward the provision of additional lower-cost
overnight accommodations. Were it not for the presence of a significant number of these
existing traditional, transient, overnight visitor accommodations in Huntington Beach and
the provision of additional lower cost overnight accommodations through the in-lieu fee,
the Commission may have required a higher some percentage of the total number of units
within the Condominium-Hotel to be traditional, transient, overnight visitor
accommodations available to the general public on a daily basis or even disallowed the
use within visitor serving districts.
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The Commission also recognizes that the Condominium-Hotel contemplated at the
Waterfront site is part of a three phase master plan that has already contributed
significantly to the supply of traditional overnight accommodations in the City. Two
traditional, transient overnight hotels, a Hilton and Hyatt, already exist at the
Waterfront site that provide a total of 807 rooms. With this LCP amendment, up to
210 Condominium-Hotel rooms would augment those 807 rooms. When considered
as an overall master planned site, only 20% of the 1,017 rooms will be limited use
rooms.
In addition, the higher percentage of units that may be sold in separate CondominiumHotel ownership (compared to the Fractional Ownership Hotel) is acceptable because,
every day of occupancy within each fractional unit within the Fractional Ownership Hotels
can be sold (i.e. cumulatively, the owners have the ability to occupy those units 100% of
the time/365 days per year to the complete exclusion of the general public), whereas each
owner of a unit in the Condominium-Hotel will be able to occupy his/her unit a total of only
90 days per calendar year. Thus, each separately owned condominium-hotel unit will be
available to the public in the transient, overnight room pool 275 days per year. Although
the Fractional Ownership Hotel’s separately owned units will have a bigger pool of owners
able to access use of the units, the Condominium-Hotel’s separately owned units will be
available to the general public the majority of the year, whereas the Fractional Ownership
Hotel’s separately owned units never will be.
Suggested modifications are included which require that privately owned units not
occupied by the owner(s) (or their guests) must be made available for overnight rental by
the general public in the same manner as the traditional hotel room units. This achieves
two ends: 1) it increases the facility’s visitor serving function by increasing the number of
transient overnight accommodations units available to the general public, and 2) it
promotes the likelihood that the overall facility will be perceived as a facility available to the
general public. This encourages the visitor serving function of the facilities, consistent with
the requirement of Section 30222 of the Coastal Act.
It is important that all units in the hotel, both fractional ownership/condominium-hotel units
as well as traditional units, be operated by a single hotel operator (of their respective
facilities). This includes booking of reservations, check-in, maintenance, cleaning
services, and similar responsibilities of hotel management. This requirement is important
as a means of assuring the hotel does not convert to a limited ownership-only hotel and to
maximize its visitor serving function. Because the traditional hotel rooms are not limited
only to those who have purchased ownership interests, they are available to a much larger
segment of the population. Thus, it is important that the number of traditional guestrooms
not decrease, because the greater the number of traditional guestrooms, the greater the
visitor serving function of the hotel. Therefore a modification is suggested to add specific
language to the amendment which requires that the Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations be limited as to the number of units that may be sold in separate
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ownership (applies to Fractional Ownership Hotel), that owner use of the separate
ownership units be limited, and that the entire hotel be operated by a single hotel operation
performing traditional hotel functions.
These restrictions and requirements must be implemented as part of the Fractional
Ownership and Condominium-Hotel operations. Consequently, a specific entity
responsible for implementing the restrictions and requirements must be identified. An
appropriate entity would be one that has access and control over the entire facility. The
facility’s owner/operator is in the position to implement the necessary restrictions and
requirements. Therefore, the suggested modifications reference the hotel owner/operator
as the entity responsible for implementing the restrictions and requirements. Furthermore,
a definition for the term “hotel owner/operator” is included as a suggested modification.
This is necessary to identify specifically who the responsible entity is for implementing the
restrictions and requirements. Furthermore, although it may be likely that the hotel would
be owned and operated by the same entity, it is not certain. Therefore, measures must be
in place should the hotel be owned and operated by two separate entities. It must be clear
that, in such a situation, both the owner and the operator are responsible, and indeed
liable, for carrying out the requirements and restrictions imposed upon each facility. This is
reflected in the suggested modifications.
Other suggested modifications require that the hotel owner/operator own the on-site hotel
facilities and the land, or a leasehold if the land is owned by the City as is the case at the
Waterfront site. In addition, as described above, the suggested modifications require that
only a certain percentage of each facility’s the Fractional Ownership Hotel’s total
number of units may be separately owned. These modifications are necessary to assure
that there is a substantial commitment from and incentive for the owner/operator to
maintain a public hotel environment and ambiance, and a disincentive with regard to
converting or catering to the separate owners primarily or exclusively.
As proposed, the amendment would allow “timeshares” throughout the Visitor Commercial
designation. As such, a conversion of an existing hotel- or motel-type use from traditional,
transient overnight accommodations to a “timeshare” use could be allowed. As described
previously, allowing timeshares, undefined and unrestricted, throughout the Commercial
Visitor designation does not maximize visitor serving uses. Even with the proposed
definition and the minimal restrictions that the City proposes to apply through LUP Policy
C3.2.4, the proliferation of timeshares in place of existing facilities providing traditional
overnight accommodations would have a severe negative impact on the visitor serving
function of these facilities. Therefore, a modification is suggested that would prohibit the
conversion of any existing overnight accommodations, such as hotels and motels, to any
form of Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations. Furthermore, a modification is
suggested that would limit the locations where the Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodation uses would be allowed. The suggested modification would limit Limited
Use Overnight Visitor Accommodation use to only those two specific sites within the City’s
coastal zone that are intended by the City for such use: Pacific City and Waterfront.
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Section 30213 requires that lower cost visitor and recreational facilities be protected. The
subject of this LCP amendment is overnight accommodations within the Commercial
Visitor district. Thus, the specific type of visitor facility to be protected under this
amendment is lower cost overnight visitor accommodations. The proposed amendment is
a project driven amendment. The projects driving the amendment are expected to be
higher cost limited use overnight visitor accommodations. In other words, even with the
imposition of the use restrictions discussed herein, to ensure public availability of most of
the rooms in the new facilities, that public availability will still be at a high cost. It may not
be feasible to provide lower cost overnight visitor accommodations on site in conjunction
with those future projects. Nevertheless, the loss of the opportunity to provide lower cost
accommodations must be mitigated. This is particularly true because both sites previously
supported lower cost overnight visitor accommodations.
Many moderately priced hotel and motel accommodations tend to be older structures that
are becoming less and less economically viable. As more recycling occurs, the stock of
lower cost overnight accommodations tends to be reduced, since it is generally not
economically feasible to replace these structures with accommodations that will maintain
the same low rates. In general, the Commission sees far more proposals for higher cost
accommodations than for low cost ones. In an effort to stem this tide, and to protect lower
cost visitor facilities as is required by Coastal Act Section 30213, the Commission has
imposed in-lieu mitigation fees when development proposes only higher cost
accommodations. By doing so, a method is provided to assure that some degree of lower
cost overnight accommodations will continue to be provided in the coastal zone, as is
required by Section 30213 of the Coastal Act.
In past actions, the Commission has imposed an in-lieu mitigation fee to be used to
provide new lower cost overnight visitor accommodations. Recent examples in the South
Coast District include 5-99-169 (Maguire Partners), 5-05-385 (Seal Beach Six) and A-5RPV-02-234 (Destination Development). Older examples include P-79-5539/5-82-291
(AVCO) and 5-89-240 (Michael Construction).
While the type of Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodation use anticipated pursuant
to this amendment will be visitor serving, it is not expected to be lower cost. The provision
of only higher cost accommodations would preclude provision of lower cost facilities,
which, unless mitigated, would be inconsistent with Section 30213 of the Coastal Act.
Unless provisions requiring mitigation of higher cost accommodations when they are
considered for development, there is no assurance that lower cost overnight visitor
accommodations will remain available along the coast. The intent of Section 30213 is to
ensure a balanced mix of visitor and recreational facilities within the coastal zone, so as to
provide recreational opportunities to all economic sections of the public. In order to
protect, encourage and, where feasible, provide lower cost overnight visitor
accommodations, a modification is suggested that would require payment of an in lieu fee
to support continued availability of lower cost overnight visitor accommodations in the
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general project vicinity.
Therefore, for the reasons outlined above, the Commission finds that only if modified as
suggested, can the proposed LUP amendment be found to be consistent with Section
30213 of the Coastal Act, which requires that lower cost visitor facilities be protected, and
with Section 30222 of the Coastal Act, which establishes a priority of visitor uses over
private residential and general commercial uses.
D.

Implementation Plan Amendment: Consistency with Certified Land Use Plan
1.

Denial of the Implementation Plan Amendment as Submitted
a)

Incorporation of Findings for Denial of the LUP Amendment as
Submitted and Approval If Modified

The findings for denial of the Land Use Plan amendment as submitted and approval if
modified are hereby incorporated by reference as though fully set out herein.
b)

Visitor Serving Uses

The certified Land Use Plan includes the following goals, objectives and policies:
Policy C 1.1.3
The use of private lands suitable for visitor serving commercial recreational facilities
designed to enhance public opportunities for coastal recreation shall have priority
over private residential, general industrial, or general commercial development, but
not over agriculture or coastal-dependent industry.
Goal C 3
Provide a variety of recreational and visitor commercial serving uses for a range of
cost and market preferences.
Policy C 3.1.3
Upland areas necessary to support coastal recreational uses shall be reserved for
such uses, where feasible.
Objective C 3.2
Ensure that new development and uses provide a variety of recreational facilities for
a range of income groups, including low cost facilities and activities.
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Policy C 3.2.1
Encourage, where feasible, facilities, programs and services that increase and
enhance public recreational opportunities in the Coastal Zone.
Policy C 3.2.3
Encourage the provision of a variety of visitor-serving commercial establishments
within the Coastal Zone, including, but not limited to, shops, restaurants, hotels, and
motels, and day spas.
New LUP Policies added as Suggested Modifications to the proposed Land Use Plan
amendment:
Any hotels for which a certificate of occupancy has been issued at the effective date
of adoption of this Section shall not be permitted to be converted to a Limited Use
Overnight Visitor Accommodation.
Within Commercial Visitor Districts (CV) Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations shall be prohibited except for a Fractional Ownership Hotel in
Subarea 4C (Pacific City) and a Condominium-Hotel in Subarea 4D (Waterfront)
which shall be subject to the specific restrictions on quantity, management, and use
of such facilities listed below.
[see Appendix A for specific restrictions]
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and,
where feasible, provided. On oceanfront, waterfront or nearshore areas or lands
designated for visitor uses and recreational facilities, if new development is
approved that is not “lower cost,” an assessment of the availability of lower cost
visitor uses shall be completed at the time of discretionary review and an in-lieu fee
in an amount necessary to off-set the lack of the preferred lower cost facilities in or
near Huntington Beach shall be imposed.
Pursuant to Section 13542(c) of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations, the
standard of review for this IP amendment is the LUP as amended and modified herein.
The City’s LUP as certified and modified, includes the same priority for visitor serving uses
as the Coastal Act. The importance of the provision of lower cost visitor facilities is
recognized in the City’s certified LUP in the policy that requires that visitor serving facilities
be available for a range of income groups, including lower cost facilities. The benefits of
prioritizing the provision of visitor serving uses, and more specifically lower cost visitor
serving uses, are described above in the findings for the Land Use Plan amendment.
The visitor serving policies of the LUP also require that access to coastal recreational
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facilities be enhanced. For people who do not live near the coast, access to coastal
recreational facilities often requires that overnight accommodations be available.
As modified herein, the LUP includes policies that prevent conversion of traditional
hotel/motel type units to Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations. And, as
modified, the LUP specifically limits Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations in the
Commercial Visitor District to two specific sites and types of Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations (District 7 (Pacific City) – Fractional Ownership Hotel and District 9
(Waterfront) – Condominium Hotel). Finally, the LUP as modified requires an in-lieu
mitigation fee with development of higher cost limited use overnight visitor
accommodations.
The IP amendment does propose the following definition for timeshare (proposed to be
added to the definition section of the Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) portion of the IP):
Timeshares: Any master planned development wherein a purchaser receives the
right in perpetuity, for life, or for a term of years, to the recurrent, exclusive use or
occupancy of a lot, parcel, unit, room(s), or segment of real property, annually or on
some other seasonal or periodic basis, for a period of time that has been or will be
allotted from the use or occupancy periods into which the project has been divided
and shall include, but not be limited to timeshare estate, interval ownership,
vacation license, vacation lease, club membership, timeshare use,
condominium/hotel, or uses of a similar nature.
The proposed definition is very broad, and includes a number of different types of
fractional ownership products. It appears that the City intended to use the term
“timeshare” as a catch-all phrase. However, the term “timeshare” can also have a specific
meaning that defines a particular type of divided interest product. The LUP contains2 the
catch all phrase “Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations,” which is specifically
defined in the LUP. In addition, the LUP definition “timeshares” is consistently with the
statutory definition in the Vacation Ownership and Time-Share Act of 2004 (Bus. & Prof.
Code Section 11212(z)). For clarity and internal LCP consistency, these same definitions
must also be included in the IP. However, as proposed they are not included in the IP.
Therefore, the proposed definition of “timeshare” is inconsistent with and inadequate to
carry out the LUP.
The LUP allows only one specific type of Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodation at
each of the two subject sites: Fractional Ownership hotel in District 7 and CondominiumHotel in District 9. As proposed, the IP amendment would not restrict the type of Limited
Use Overnight Accommodations at each of the sites to the specific types of Limited Use
2

Unless otherwise indicated, further references to the LUP, even if in the present tense, as here, are to the
LUP as it will exist if amended by the City’s proposal, as that proposal is modified by the Commission’s
suggested modifications.
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Overnight Accommodations allowed under the LUP. Therefore, the proposed amendment
is inconsistent with and inadequate to carry out the LUP.
The IP amendment also proposes to add timeshares to the list of uses which are allowable
subject to approval of a conditional use permit within District 7 and District 9. The
amendment further proposes that the following restrictions apply to timeshares proposed in
both districts (at Sections 4.9.12 and 4.11.13):
Timeshares. May be permitted as part of a master planned development and shall
be conditioned as follows:
a) At least twenty-five percent of the units be permanently reserved for
transient overnight accommodations during the peak summer season
(beginning the day before Memorial Day weekend and ending the day
after Labor Day).
b) The timeshare facility shall operate as a hotel including requirements for a
centralized reservations system, check-in services, advertising, security,
and daily housecleaning.
c) A description specifying how the twenty-five percent reserved transient
overnight requirement of Section 4.9.12(a) [4.11.13(a)] will be satisfied
within the master planned development must be submitted at time of
application.
However, “timeshares” are not consistent with the specific Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodation allowed at each of the subject sites pursuant to the LUP policy cited
above. Furthermore, the LUP contains specific restrictions and requirements for each of
the Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations that are allowed within the subject
sites. The proposed restrictions are not adequate to implement the requirements and
restrictions identified in the LUP. Therefore, the proposed amendment is inadequate to
carry out the LUP.
The DSP is proposed to be amended by adding “timeshares” to the list of allowable uses
within District 7 and District 9. However, the LUP policy cited specifically only allows a
Fractional Ownership Hotel and a Condominium-Hotel within the subject Districts
(respectively) and thus “timeshares” are prohibited at the two subject sites.
Furthermore, no definitions for the two specific types of Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations that are allowed by the LUP at each site are proposed. The LUP
includes definitions for these terms.
Moreover, the certified Land Use Plan requires that visitor facilities be available to a range
of income groups, including low cost facilities. And also requires that lower cost visitor and
recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and, where feasible, provided.
Furthermore the LUP requires in lieu mitigation fees be required with development of
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higher cost overnight accommodations. None of these requirements are carried out in the
proposed IP amendment.
Furthermore, the LUP prohibits the conversion of existing and approved hotels, motels,
and other types of overnight visitor accommodations to Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations. That prohibition is not reflected in the IP amendment as proposed.
As proposed, the IP amendment would allow “timeshares” within the DSP District 7 and
District 9. This is inconsistent with the LUP policy that specifies that only a Fractional
Ownership Hotel may be allowed within District 7 and that only a Condominium-Hotel may
be allowed within District 9. Moreover, the LUP contains specific restrictions and
requirements that must be implemented with development of the Limited Use Overnight
Visitor Accommodation allowed at each of those uses. The restrictions proposed in the IP
amendment are not adequate to carry out the restrictions and requirements identified in
the LUP. Finally, the LUP includes definitions for types of uses allowed and/or prohibited
by the LUP and discussed in the IP amendment. However, the proposed IP amendment
does not include definitions for these terms. Therefore, the Commission finds that the
proposed IP amendment does not conform with and is inadequate to carry out the policies
of the certified Land Use Plan and therefore must be denied.
2.

Approval of the Implementation Plan if Modified as Suggested

However, if the amendment were modified to include: 1) definitions for the terms
Timeshare, Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations, Fractional Ownership Hotel
and Condominium-Hotel that are consistent with the definitions in the LUP; 2) restrictions
and requirements imposed on each of the two types of Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations such that they adequately carry out the restrictions and requirements of
the LUP; 3) addition of a prohibition on conversion of existing or approved, traditional
overnight transient visitor serving accommodations to Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations; 4) measures to protect lower cost visitor serving overnight
accommodations including in lieu mitigation fees; then the proposed IP amendment could
be found to conform with and be adequate to carry out the policies of the certified Land
Use Plan. In addition, if the IP amendment were modified to make conforming changes to
Chapter 211 (Commercial Visitor) such that it will be internally consistent with the changes
of this IP amendment, then the IP amendment could be found to conform with and be
adequate to carry out the policies of the Land Use Plan.
A modification is suggested to replace the City’s definition of “timeshare” proposed to be
added to the DSP, with the definition as it appears in the LUP. In addition, there is an
existing definition of timeshare in the IP Chapter 204 Definitions that is inconsistent with
the LUP definition. The “timeshare” definition in Chapter 204 must be replaced with the
LUP definition. This is necessary in order to make the proposed IP amendment conform
with the certified LUP, and also for clarity and internal consistency within the IP.
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The LUP specifically addresses sites within District 7 and District 9. The LUP limits the
type of Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations that may be permitted at these
sites. Consequently it is important that the IP contains the same limitations for these
specific sites. Therefore, the LUP definitions for Fractional Ownership Hotel,
Condominium-Hotel and Limited Use Overnight Accommodations must be included in the
DSP definitions section.
Furthermore, the LUP imposes requirements and restrictions on each of the Limited Use
Overnight Visitor Accommodations allowed at each of the subject sites. The restrictions
proposed in the IP amendment are not adequate to carry out the requirements and
restrictions of the LUP specific to the subject sites. Therefore, modifications are suggested
to include and implement the requirements and restrictions contained in the LUP. The
requirements and restrictions of the LUP include limits on the total number of units that
may be separately owned (for Fractional Ownership Hotels), and limits on the length of
time an owner may occupy his/her unit, as well as, on how the overall hotels are operated.
Moreover, the method of implementing the requirements and restrictions must be provided
in the IP. As proposed, the amendment does not provide a method to implement the
restrictions and requirements of the LUP. Thus, a modification is suggested that provides
the methods to implement the requirements and restrictions contained in the LUP.
Specific measures describing how these restrictions are to be implemented must also be
included in the IP. These measures must outline specifically what mechanisms must be in
place to assure, for example, that each owner of a separate interest in one of the hotels is
aware at the time of purchase that there are restrictions and limitations on the owners’ use
of each unit. Also, for example, it is important that in approving a Limited Use Overnight
Visitor Accommodation, the restrictions are imposed as necessary to maximize the visitor
serving function of the hotels. Mechanisms to achieve this must be in place to assure that
any future hotel owner/operator is aware of the restrictions and that the restrictions can be
legally enforced. Therefore a modification is suggested that establishes how these
restrictions will be imposed.
It is important that implementation of the restrictions and requirements are verifiable. The
restrictions and requirements imposed on the Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations are necessary to assure that their visitor serving function is maximized.
If they do not provide a visitor serving function, the Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations would not conform with the specific LUP policy that requires them, nor
with the general visitor serving policies of the LUP. Consequently specific measures to
verify compliance must be outlined. Thus a modification is suggested that requires that the
hotel owner/operator make records available to an independent auditor, on a yearly basis,
such that the auditor can prepare a report outlining the level of compliance. The auditor’s
report is required to be submitted, for review and approval, to the City’s Director of
Planning, as well as to the Executive Director of the Coastal Commission be available
to the general public. Compliance with the restrictions and requirements is the
responsibility, jointly and severally, of the hotel owner/operator (or the hotel owner and the
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hotel operator if the owner is a separate entity from the operator) as well as the separate
unit owners. A modification is suggested that specifies what the requirements are and how
they are to be accomplished. These suggested modifications are necessary in order to
find that the IP amendment conforms with and is adequate to carry out the requirements of
the LUP policies regarding the subject sites specifically and the visitor serving policies in
general.
As proposed, conversion of existing or approved hotel- or motel-type facilities from
traditional, transient overnight accommodations to Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations could occur. Such a conversion would not conform with the LUP policy
which specifically prohibits such conversions. Therefore, a modification is suggested that
would prohibit the conversion of any existing or approved overnight accommodations,
such as hotels and motels, to Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations. Further, a
suggested modification is included that requires that, prior to issuance of a coastal
development permit for a Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodation within
Districts 7 and 9, the landowner(s) of the property(ies) within Districts 7 and 9 upon
which the traditional/transient units/rooms are already approved or developed, shall
record a deed restriction(s) acknowledging the conversion prohibition.
The certified LUP requires that visitor serving facilities be protected, encouraged, and,
where feasible, provided. The LUP further requires that new development that is not lower
cost pay an in lieu mitigation fee in an amount necessary to off-set the lack of lower cost
facilities. There is no IP provision proposed that implements this requirement.
While the type of Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations anticipated pursuant to
this amendment as modified will be visitor serving, they are not expected to be lower cost.
The provision of only higher cost accommodations would preclude provision of lower cost
facilities, which unless mitigated, would be inconsistent with the requirements the LUP.
Unless there are provisions requiring mitigation of the higher cost accommodations, there
is no assurance that lower cost overnight visitor accommodations will remain available
along the coast. The intent of the LUP policies is to ensure a balanced mix of visitor and
recreational facilities within the coastal zone, so as to provide recreational opportunities to
all economic sectors of the public.
Thus, a modification is suggested which requires that new development of limited use
overnight visitor accommodations that are not “lower cost” pay an in lieu mitigation fee to
assist in the creation of a substantial contribution to new lower cost overnight visitor
accommodations. The modification further requires that the fee be transferred to the
designated entity prior to issuance of the coastal development permit. The modification
identifies that the recipient of the in lieu mitigation fee be a public agency and/or non-profit
provider of lower cost overnight visitor accommodations such as, the California State
Department of Parks and Recreation, Hosteling International USA, or the City of
Huntington Beach. The suggested modification also provides guidance on what type of
development would be “lower cost”.
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Application No. 5-99-169 (Maguire) involved the demolition of an 81-unit motel and
construction of an office building. The applicant was required to provide evidence that a
mitigation fee of $648,000 ($8,000 per room lost) had been provided to the City of Santa
Monica for the removal of low cost overnight visitor accommodations. Adjusted for the
U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI) that figure would be $9,686.08 per room lost at today’s
rates.
A-5-RPV-02-324 (Destination Development) involved the development of a site that was
previously a low-cost recreational facility (Marineland) with a new high-cost resort hotel.
Previously, in mitigating the abandonment of Marineland, a mass-market park, the
Commission had required that the applicant provide an in-lieu fee for the acquisition of
land and/or construction of a low-cost visitor serving hostel facility (A-5-RPV-91-46). The
subsequent permit (A-5-RPV-02-324) carried that requirement forward, requiring the
applicant to remit a fee of $540,000 to American Youth Hostel (AYH) facilities or another
agency that could provide low-cost overnight accommodations. Adjusted for CPI that
figure would be $799,515. The fee was to be applied toward the renovation of 60 hostel
units, thereby resulting in a per unit allocation of $13,325.
P-79-5539 and 5-82-291 (AVCO) involved the construction of a new 397-room high-end
resort in Laguna Niguel, Orange County. The AVCO permit required that 1 out of every 3
new overnight units be low cost (132 of 397). The applicant was required to “construct and
operate (or cause to be operated) 132 units of lower cost visitor accommodations
consisting of at a minimum a 66-bed youth hostel built to the standards of the American
Youth Hostel Association, the balance in moderate priced motel units.”
In 5-89-240 (Michael Construction Enterprises), the Commission approved the demolition
of a low-cost 30-room motel and construction of a 62-room hotel. The applicant was
required to pay $255,450 ($8,515 per low-cost room lost) to the City of Santa Monica to
mitigate the loss of the low cost visitor serving accommodations. Adjusted for CPI, that
figure would be $13,919.
An in-lieu fee requirement was also imposed by the City of Santa Barbara for conversion of
lower cost overnight accommodations to condominiums (A-4-SBC-01-167). In that case,
the City of Santa Barbara, as a condition of approval of CDP 2001-00008(A), required the
applicant to provide to the City Redevelopment Agency a mitigation fee in the amount of
$982,000 for loss of 96 hotel rooms. The figure was based on a study that concluded that
an amount of $982,000 would be the amount of subsidy required to make development of
a 96-room economy transient lodging facility in Santa Barbara economically feasible. The
per room fee came to $10,229. Adjusted for CPI, that figure would be $11,597 per room.
Other hotel projects in the South Coast District area which were required to pay in lieu
mitigation fees as a substitute for low-cost overnight accommodations include: 5-82-542
A3 (Westport Playa Sol Ltd.), 5-87-675 (Ritz Carlton Hotel Co.), A-207-79 (Marina Plaza),
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A-49-79 (Interstate Marina). Both the Marina Plaza and Interstate Marina hotels are in
Marina del Rey. The Marina Plaza (300 rooms) was assessed $365,0003. The Interstate
Marina (300 rooms) was assessed $365,0004. The Ritz Carlton in Marina del Rey (308
rooms) was assessed $370,0005. It should be noted that Marina del Rey has a policy in
the certified Land Use Plan calling for protection and development of low cost visitorserving facilities.
In approving similar luxury hotel projects in the past the Commission recognized the
necessity of achieving a balance between lower and higher cost facilities, but has also
acknowledged that it is not necessarily appropriate to require hotel developers to include
lower cost facilities on site. In each of these cases the Commission required provision of
lower cost visitor accommodations in conjunction with the hotel development, but permitted
the developer to provide such units off site and/or contribute in lieu fees to be used for
creation of the lower cost facilities. In lieu fees in the past have resulted in construction of
campgrounds, hostels, and have contributed to the recently opened first phase of Crystal
Cove Historic District Cottages operated by the California Department of Parks and
Recreation in the Newport Coast area of Orange County. However, use of the in lieu
mitigation fee to redress deferred maintenance of existing facilities is not an appropriate
use of the fee. Such a use does not increase the existing pool of lower cost overnight
accommodations. The fee must be applied toward increasing the total amount of lower
cost overnight accommodations available.
In-lieu fees can be utilized to provide replacement overnight accommodations in various
forms throughout the State, including hostels, motels, and campsites. There is an ongoing
demand for overnight accommodations of all types within the coastal zone. As the
population in Southern California grows (especially in the inland areas), there will be an
increased demand for a variety of visitor-serving commercial uses, but especially for lower
cost overnight accommodations, in coastal areas. An adequate supply of such facilities
will be required to support the larger number of people visiting the coastal zone. While the
subject site may not presently be targeted for re-development with a lower cost overnight
accommodation facility, other locations within the surrounding area may be suitable for this
purpose. Funding directed to the second phase of the Crystal Cove Historic District
Cottages would likely be appropriate.
The Commission's past practice with regard to calculation of in-lieu fees for loss of
overnight accommodations has varied given project specific circumstances. In some
instances, the fee has been calculated based upon the quantity of overnight units lost (e.g.
A-4-SBC-01-167, 5-99-169). In other instances, the calculation was based upon some
percentage of non-lower cost overnight units proposed (e.g. P-79-5539). Regardless of
the method of calculation, the resultant in lieu fee should be sufficient to provide significant
3
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funding toward the substantial creation of lower cost overnight visitor accommodations in
or near Huntington Beach (i.e. in the coastal area of Orange or Los Angeles County).
In the past Commission actions cited above, the in-lieu fee (adjusted for inflation) has
ranged from $255,450 to $982,000 $14,635 to $1,216 per either per low cost unit lost or
per new higher cost unit created. The in lieu fee also sometimes was based on the dollar
amount necessary to create new lower cost units. In this case the City is proposing to
collect $3,000 (2006 dollars) per limited use overnight visitor accommodation unit
approved. For the development that would be allowed pursuant to this amendment,
that results in a total of $672,000 (2006 dollars). This total fee collected is
comparable to fees the Commission has previously required. The Commission
finds that amount to be substantial in this circumstance. In this case the Commission
finds that the fee should be tied to cost for creation of new units. This basis is appropriate
because the goal and intent of the in lieu fee is to provide for the creation of new lower
cost units. This cost continues to rise as available land for such uses, especially within the
coastal zone in southern California, becomes more rare and more expensive. In addition,
the Commission has received testimony (e.g. at the Commission’s August 2006 workshop
on Condominium Hotels) that construction costs have increased significantly over the last
few years. In recent years these costs have outstripped inflation. Thus, in order for t The
fee to actually result in meaningful provision of lower cost overnight units, the Commission
finds that the appropriate fee should be $3,000 $50,000 (in 2006 dollars which shall be
adjusted annually to account for inflation i.e. according to increases in the Consumer Price
Index – U.S. City Average) times 25% of the total quantity of proposed non-lower-cost and
limited use overnight visitor accommodation units. This fee amount is necessary to off set
the lack of lower cost units being provided on site with new development.
However, it should be noted the Commission considered various approaches to
calculate the in-lieu fee and the fee chosen in this case should not be construed as
the standard for future projects. A different in-lieu fee and/or fee structure may be
considered in the future for projects that impact the provision of lower cost
overnight units. The Commission considered imposition of a fee structure that
would provide an on-going, rather than one-time, source of funding toward the
provision of lower cost overnight units. For example, a fee structure involving
payment of a fee each time the limited use unit was sold was one possibility the
Commission considered. However, the Commission determined that the complexity
involved in development of such a fee structure for this amendment would take
additional research and time, that was not available in this case.
The mitigation fee must be directed to a public agency or private non-profit provider of
lower cost overnight visitor accommodations. Examples of acceptable recipients of the
required fee include the California State Department of Parks and Recreation, Hosteling
International USA, or similar public agency or non-profit group. The in-lieu fees are
intended to offset the loss of overnight accommodations in the region. The fee may be
applied toward land acquisition, construction costs, and some limited administrative costs.
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The final amount of the in lieu mitigation fee will be determined as part of the coastal
development permit review process. The recipient of the fee must be approved by the
Director of Planning. The applicant shall be required to pay the fee into a specified fund
prior to the issuance of the coastal development permit.
Therefore, the Commission finds that only if modified as suggested to require an in lieu
mitigation fee when new development that is not lower cost is proposed, can the proposed
IP amendment conform with and be adequate to carry out the LUP policy that requires
such an in lieu fee and with the visitor serving policies of the LUP.
If modified as suggested, the amendment will conform with and be adequate to carry out
the visitor serving policies of the certified LUP. Therefore, for the reasons outlined above,
the Commission finds that only if modified as suggested, can the proposed IP amendment
be found to be in conformance with and adequate to carry out the LUP policies regarding
visitor serving commercial development.
IV.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT

Section 21080.9 of the California Public Resources Code – within the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) - exempts local governments from the requirement of
preparing an environmental impact report (EIR) in connection with its activities and
approvals necessary for the preparation and adoption of a local coastal program (LCP).
The Commission’s LCP review and approval program has been found by the Resources
Agency to be functionally equivalent to the EIR process. Thus, under Section 21080.5 of
CEQA, the Commission is not required to prepare an EIR for each LCP. Nevertheless, the
Commission is required in approving an LCP submittal to find that the LCP does conform
with the provisions of CEQA, including the requirement in CEQA section 21080.5(d)(2)(A)
that the amended IP will not be approved or adopted as proposed if there are feasible
alternative or feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any
significant adverse impact which the activity may have on the environment. 14 C.C.R.
Sections 13542(a), 13540(f), and 13555(b). The City of Huntington Beach LCP
amendment 2-06 consists of an amendment to the both the Land Use Plan (LUP) and the
Implementation Plan (IP).
As outlined in this staff report, the LUP amendment, as proposed, is inconsistent with the
Chapter 3 polices of the Coastal Act regarding the higher priority of visitor serving uses
over lower priority uses such as residential or quasi-residential and with regard to
protecting lower cost visitor facilities. However, if modified as suggested, the amendment
could be found to be consistent with and adequate to carry out the Chapter 3 policies of
the Coastal Act, including the visitor serving policies. And also as outlined in this staff
report, the proposed IP amendment, only if modified as suggested, will be consistent with
and adequate to carry out the visitor serving policies of the certified Land Use Plan. Thus,
the Commission finds that the proposed LUP amendment, if modified as suggested, meets
the requirements of and conforms with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. In
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addition, the Commission finds that the IP amendment, if modified as suggested, is in
conformity with and adequate to carry out the land use policies of the certified LUP.
Therefore, the Commission finds that approval of the LCP amendment as modified will not
result in significant adverse environmental impacts under the meaning of CEQA.
Therefore, the Commission certifies LCP amendment request 2-06 if modified as
suggested herein.
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APPENDIX A
HNB LCPA 2-06 Suggested Modifications
Certification of City of Huntington Beach LCP Amendment Request No. 2-06 is
subject to the following modifications. Suggested Modifications Nos. 1–13 are
modification to the Land Use Plan. Suggested Modifications 14–34 are
modifications to the Implementation Plan.
The City’s existing language is shown in plain text.
The City’s proposed additions are shown in bold text.
The City’s proposed deletions are shown in strike out, underlined, italic text.
The Commission’s suggested additions are shown in bold, italic, underlined
text.
The Commission’s suggested deletions are shown in bold, italic, underlined,
strike out text.
Text added as a result of the Commission’s action is shown in bold, italic,
double underline.
Text removed as a result of the Commission’s action is shown in bold, italic,
double underline strike out text.
The more significant changes made as a result of the Commission’s action are
found on pages 10, 11, 13, 15 – 22.
Note: The numbering used in the suggested modification below may be renumbered as necessary to conform to the format of the existing certified LCP
document.

LAND USE PLAN
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 1
Add the following definition to the Glossary, Huntington Beach General Plan,
which is found at the end of the certified Land Use Plan, pages IV-C-146 through
IV-C-155, in alphabetical order:
Condominium-Hotel –Facility providing overnight visitor accommodations
where ownership of at least some of the individual guestrooms (units)
within the larger building or complex is in the form of separate
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condominium ownership interests, as defined in California Civil Code
section 1351(f). The primary function of the Condominium-Hotel is to
provide overnight transient visitor accommodations within every unit that
is available to the general public on a daily basis year-round, while
providing both general public availability and limited owner occupancy of
those units that are in the form of separate condominium ownership
interests.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 2
Add the following definition to the Glossary, Huntington Beach General Plan,
which is found at the end of the certified Land Use Plan, pages IV-C-146 through
IV-C-155, in alphabetical order:
Fractional Ownership Hotel – Facility providing overnight visitor
accommodations where at least some of the guestrooms (units) within the
facility are owned separately by multiple owners on a fractional time basis.
A fractional time basis means that an owner receives exclusive right to use
of the individual unit for a certain quantity of days per year and each unit
available for fractional ownership will have multiple owners.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 3
Add the following definition to the Glossary, Huntington Beach General Plan,
which is found at the end of the certified Land Use Plan, pages IV-C-146 through
IV-C-155, in alphabetical order:
Hotel Owner/Operator – The entity that owns and operates a hotel. If the
hotel operator is separate from the hotel owner both are jointly and
severally responsible for ensuring compliance with the requirements
described in this LCP and/or recorded against the property, as well as
jointly and severally liable for violations of said requirements and
restrictions.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 4
Add the following definition to the Glossary, Huntington Beach General Plan,
which is found at the end of the certified Land Use Plan, pages IV-C-146 through
IV-C-155, in alphabetical order:
Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations – Any hotel, motel, or other
similar facility that provides overnight visitor accommodations wherein a
purchaser receives the right in perpetuity, for life, or a term of years, to the
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recurrent, exclusive use or occupancy of a lot, parcel, unit, room(s), or
segment of the facility, annually or on some other seasonal or periodic
basis, for a period of time that has been or will be allotted from the use or
occupancy periods into which the facility has been divided and shall
include, but not be limited to Timeshare, Condominium-Hotel, Fractional
Ownership Hotel, or uses of a similar nature.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 5
Add the following definition to the Glossary, Huntington Beach General Plan,
which is found at the end of the certified Land Use Plan, pages IV-C-146 through
IV-C-155, in alphabetical order:
Timeshare – Any arrangement, plan, or similar program, other than an
exchange program, whereby a purchaser receives ownership rights in or
the right to use accommodations for a period of time less than a full year
during any given year, on a recurring basis for more than one year, but not
necessarily for consecutive years.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 6
Delete the City’s proposed new language to Land Use Plan Policy C 3.2.4 (on
page IV-C-108) as follows:
Timeshares may be permitted in the Commercial General District (CG), and,
Mixed Use Districts (M, MH, and MV), and Commercial Visitor District (CV) as
part of a master plan project, provided that any such project be conditioned as
follows: (I-C 1, I-C 2, I-C3, I-C 7)
a) That at least twenty-five percent of the units within any given facility be
permanently reserved for transient overnight accommodations during the
summer season (beginning the day before the Memorial Day weekend
and ending the day after Labor Day).
b) That the timeshare facility operate as a hotel including requirements for a
centralized reservations system, check-in services, advertising, security,
and daily housecleaning.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 7
Add the following new Land Use Plan Policy after existing Policy number 3.2.4
and re-number policies accordingly:
Any hotel rooms for which a certificate of occupancy has been issued at
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the effective date of adoption of this Section shall not be permitted to be
converted to a Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodation.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 8
Add the following new Land Use Plan Policy after the new policy above
(Suggested Modification No. 7) and re-number policies accordingly:
Within Commercial Visitor Districts (CV) Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations shall be prohibited except for a Fractional Ownership
Hotel in Subarea 4C (Pacific City) and a Condominium-Hotel in Subarea 4D
(Waterfront) which shall be subject to the specific restrictions on quantity,
management, and use of such facilities listed below.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 9
Add the following new subset (a) to the new Land Use Plan Policy added as
Suggested Modification No. 8, above (re-number policies as necessary):
a. Fractional Ownership Hotel Area 4C
A Fractional Ownership Hotel may be permitted in Area 4C (Pacific City),
described in Table C-2, subject to the following requirements as well as
those contained in Section 4.9.12 of the Downtown Specific Plan:
Any hotel rooms for which a certificate of occupancy has been issued at
the effective date of adoption of this Section shall not be permitted to be
converted to a Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodation.
A minimum of 90% of the total number of guestrooms (units) within the
Fractional Ownership Hotel facility shall be available to the general public
as traditional use hotel rooms year-round. A maximum of 10% of the total
number of units within the facility may be owned by separate individual
entities on a fractional time basis. Fractional interests sold shall not
exceed three month ( ¼) intervals within any one-year period.
The hotel owner/operator shall retain control and ownership of all land,
structures, recreational amenities, meeting space, restaurants, “back of
house” and other non-guest facilities.
The non-fractional use guestrooms (units) shall be available to the general
public on a daily, year-round basis.
The facility shall have an on-site hotel operator to manage rental of all
guestrooms/units.
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The hotel operator shall manage all guestrooms/units as part of the hotel
inventory, which management shall include the booking of reservations,
mandatory front desk check-in and check-out, maintenance, cleaning
services and preparing units for use by guests and owners.
When an individual owner chooses not to occupy his/her unit, that unit
shall be added to the pool of hotel rooms available to the general public.
Fractional time owners shall have limited rights to use their units including
a maximum use of 90 days per calendar year with a maximum of 29
consecutive days of use during any 60 day period.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 10
Add the following new subset (b) to the new Land Use Plan Policy added as
Suggested Modification No. 8, above (re-number as necessary):
b. Condominium-Hotel Area 4D
A Condominium-Hotel may be permitted in Subarea 4D (Waterfront),
described in Table C-2, subject to the following requirements as well as
those contained in Section 4.11.13 of the Downtown Specific Plan:
Any hotel rooms for which a certificate of occupancy has been issued at
the effective date of adoption of this Section shall not be permitted to be
converted to a Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodation.
A minimum of 25% of the guestroom/units within the Condominium–Hotel
facility shall be retained in ownership by the hotel owner/operator and
utilized as traditional hotel units available to the general public on a yearround basis. A maximum of 75% of the guestroom/units within the
Condominium-Hotel facility may be subdivided into separate
condominiums for sale as individual ownership interests.
The hotel owner/operator shall retain control and ownership of all
structures, recreational amenities, meeting space, restaurants, “back of
house” and other non-guest facilities. When the Condominium-Hotel is
located on land owned by the City, the hotel owner/operator shall be a
leaseholder of the land upon which the Condominium-Hotel exists.
The Condominium-Hotel facility shall have an on-site hotel operator to
manage rental/booking of all guestrooms units.
The hotel operator shall manage all guestrooms/units as part of the hotel
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inventory, which management shall include the booking of reservations,
mandatory front desk check-in and check-out, maintenance, cleaning
services and preparing units for use by guests and owners.
Owners of individual units shall have limited rights to use their units
including a maximum use of 90 days per calendar year with a maximum of
29 days of use during any 60 day period.
When not occupied by the individual owner, each unit shall be available to
the general public in the same manner as the traditional guestrooms/units.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 11
Add the following new Land Use Plan Policy after existing Policy number 3.2.1
and re-number policies accordingly:
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected,
encouraged, and, where feasible, provided. On oceanfront, waterfront or
nearshore areas or lands designated for visitor uses and recreational
facilities, an assessment of the availability of lower cost visitor uses shall
be completed at the time of discretionary review and an in-lieu fee in an
amount necessary to off-set the lack of the preferred lower cost facilities in
or near Huntington Beach shall be imposed.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 12
Modify Table C-1, (on page IV-C-26) as follows:
Commercial General (CG)

Commercial Visitor (CV)

Retail commercial, professional offices,
eating and drinking establishments,
household goods, food sales,
drugstores, building materials and
supplies, personal services, recreational
commercial, hotels/motels,
timeshares, overnight
accommodations, overnight
accommodations, cultural facilities,
government offices, educational, health,
institutional and similar uses.
Hotels/motels, timeshares, restaurants,
recreation-related retail sales, cultural
uses (e.g., museums) and similar uses
oriented to coastal and other visitors to
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the City.
In Subarea 4C (Pacific City) only, a
Fractional Ownership Hotel subject
to restrictions may be allowed.
In Subarea 4D (Waterfront) only, a
Condominium-Hotel subject to
restrictions may be allowed.
Marine related development such as
marinas, retail marine sales, boat
rentals, and boat storage which are
coastal dependent developments shall
have priority over any other type of
development (consistent with resource
protection) on or near the shoreline.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 13
Modify Table C-2, (on page IV-C-37) as follows (only those portions of the table
to be changed are shown):
Subarea

Characteristic

4C
PCH/First (Lake) Street
Pacific City

Permitted Uses

4D
Waterfront

Permitted Uses

Standards and
Principles
Category: Commercial
Visitor (“CV”)
Visitor-serving and
community-serving
commercial uses,
restaurants,
entertainment
hotels/motels,
timeshares, a Fractional
Ownership Hotel
subject to restrictions,
and other uses (as
permitted by the “CV” and
“CG” land use
categorys).
Category: “-F7”
Hotels/motels,
timeshares supporting
visitor-serving commercial
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uses (in accordance with
Development
Agreement), a
Condominium-Hotel
subject to restrictions.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 14
In the Downtown Specific Plan Section 4.0.04 (Definitions), delete the proposed
timeshares definition:
Timeshares: Any master planned development wherein a purchaser
receives the right in perpetuity, for life, or a term of years, to the recurrent,
exclusive use or occupancy of a lot, parcel, unit, room(s), or segment of
real property, annually or on some other a seasonal or periodic basis, for a
period of time that has been or will be allotted from the use or occupancy
periods into which the project has been divided and shall include, but not
be limited to timeshare estate, interval ownership, vacation license,
vacation lease, club membership, vacation lease, club membership,
timeshare use, condominium/hotel, or uses of a similar nature.
Replace with the following timeshare definition:
Timeshare – Any arrangement, plan, or similar program, other than an
exchange program, whereby a purchaser receives ownership rights in or
the right to use accommodations for a period of time less than a full year
during any given year, on a recurring basis for more than one year, but not
necessarily for consecutive years.

Add the following definitions to the Downtown Specific Plan Section 4.0.04
(Definitions), in alphabetical order:
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION No. 15
Condominium-Hotel –Facility providing overnight visitor accommodations
where ownership of at least some of the individual guestrooms (units)
within the larger building or complex is in the form of separate
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condominium ownership interests, as defined in California Civil Code
section 1351(f). The primary function of the Condominium-Hotel is to
provide overnight transient visitor accommodations within every unit that
is available to the general public on a daily basis year-round, while
providing both general public availability and limited owner occupancy of
those units that are in the form of separate condominium ownership
interests.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION No. 16
Fractional Ownership Hotel – Facility providing overnight visitor
accommodations where at least some of the guestrooms (units) within the
facility are owned separately by multiple owners on a fractional time basis.
A fractional time basis means that an owner receives exclusive right to use
of the individual unit for a certain quantity of days per year and each unit
available for fractional ownership will have multiple owners.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATION No. 17
Hotel Owner/Operator – The entity that owns and operates a hotel. If the
hotel operator is separate from the hotel owner both are jointly and
severally responsible for ensuring compliance with the requirements
described in this LCP and/or recorded against the property, as well as
jointly and severally liable for violations of said requirements and
restrictions.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATION No. 18
Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations – Any hotel, motel, or other
similar facility that provides overnight visitor accommodations wherein a
purchaser receives the right in perpetuity, for life, or a term of years, to the
recurrent, exclusive use or occupancy of a lot, parcel, unit, room(s), or
segment of the facility, annually or on some other seasonal or periodic
basis, for a period of time that has been or will be allotted from the use or
occupancy periods into which the facility has been divided and shall
include, but not be limited to Timeshare, Condominium-Hotel, Fractional
Ownership Hotel, or uses of a similar nature.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 19
Modify the City’s proposed addition to Section 4.9.01(b) Permitted Uses, as
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follows:
Timeshare Units Fractional Ownership Hotel pursuant to section 4.9.12

SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 20
Delete proposed Section 4.9.12 of the Downtown Specific Plan and replace with
the following Section 4.9.12:
4.9.12 Fractional Ownership Hotel: May be permitted and shall be
conditioned as follows:
a) A minimum of 90% of the total number of hotel guestrooms/units
within the Fractional Ownership Hotel facility shall be available as
transient hotel rooms. The non-fractional hotel rooms shall be
operated as transient overnight visitor accommodations available to
the general public on a daily basis, year-round.
b) A maximum of 10% of the total number of guestrooms/units within
the Fractional Ownership Hotel facility may be subdivided into
separate saleable units each of which can be owned by multiple
owners on a fractional time basis. A fractional time basis means that
an owner (or owners) receives an exclusive right to the use of an
individual unit for a combined period not to exceed the approved
time period, which approved time period at the option of the hotel
owner/operator may range up to three calendar months, in any one
calendar year.
c) The hotel owner/operator retains control and ownership of all land,
structures, recreational amenities, meeting space, restaurants, “back
of house” and other non-guestroom/units.
d) The hotel operator shall maintain records of usage by owners and
renters and rates charged for all units, and shall be responsible for
reporting Transient Occupancy Taxes based on records of use for all
units, a service for which the hotel operator may charge the unit
owner a reasonable fee.
e) No portion of the Fractional Ownership Hotel (neither fractional units
nor traditional hotel units) may be converted to full-time occupancy
condominium or any other type of Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodations or other project that differs from the approved
hotel units.
f) When an owner of a fractional interest in a unit chooses not to
occupy his/her unit for any portion of the time allotted to him/her,
that unit shall be available to the general public on the same basis as
the traditional hotel units.
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g) Any hotel rooms for which a certificate of occupancy has been
issued at the effective date of adoption of this Section shall not be
permitted to be converted to a Limited Use Overnight Visitor
Accommodation.
h) Prior to issuance of a coastal development permit for any type of
hotel facility, the landowner(s) of the property(ies) upon which the
existing and/or approved traditional hotel units/rooms (i.e. transient
hotel rooms) are or will be developed within District 7 shall execute
and record a deed restriction(s), subject to the review and approval
of the Planning Director and the Executive Director of the Coastal
Commission, which prohibits the conversion of traditional hotel
units/rooms to any other type of ownership (e.g. limited use
overnight visitor accommodations). The deed restriction(s) shall run
with the land, shall be executed and consented to by the existing
lessee(s) of the affected property(ies) and shall be binding on the
landowner(s), lessee(s), and on all successors and assigns of the
landowner(s) and lessee(s), including without limitation any future
lienholders. The deed restriction(s) shall not be removed or changed
without approval of an amendment to the LCP by the Coastal
Commission and to the underlying coastal development permit.
However minor changes that do not conflict with subsection a) and
g) above may be processed as an amendment to the coastal
development permit only, unless it is determined by the Director of
Planning and the Executive Director of the Coastal Commission that
an amendment is not legally required.
i) Fractional time owners shall have the right to the use of their units
including a maximum use of 90 days per calendar year with a
maximum of 29 consecutive days of use during any 60 day period.
j) The hotel owner/operator shall be required to submit, prior to
issuance of a coastal development permit, for the review and
approval of the Director of Planning, a Declaration of Restrictions or
CC & R’s (Covenants, Conditions & Restrictions), either of which
shall include:
1. All the specific restrictions listed in a through i above;
2. Acknowledgement that these same restrictions are
independently imposed as condition requirements of the
coastal development permit;
3. A statement that provisions of the Declaration/CC & R’s that
reflect the requirements of a through i above cannot be
changed without approval of an LCP amendment by the
Coastal Commission and subsequent coastal development
permit amendment. However, minor changes that do not
conflict with a) –i ) above may be processed as an amendment
to the coastal development permit, unless it is determined by
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the Director of Planning that an amendment is not legally
required. If there is a section of the Declaration/CC&R’s
related to amendments, and the statement provided pursuant
to this paragraph is not in that section, then the section on
amendments shall cross-reference this statement and clearly
indicate that it controls over any contradictory statements in
the section of the Declaration/CC&R’s on amendments.
k) The CC & R’s or Declaration of Restrictions described above shall be
recorded against all individual property titles simultaneously with the
recordation of the condominium airspace map.
l) The provisions of the CC & R’s or Declaration of Restrictions
described above shall not be changed without approval of an
amendment to the LCP by the Coastal Commission. However minor
changes that do not conflict with a) through k) above may be
processed as an amendment to the coastal development permit,
unless it is determined by the Director of Planning that an
amendment is not legally required.
m) The hotel owner/operator or any successor-in-interest hotel
owner/operator shall maintain the legal ability to ensure compliance
with the terms and conditions stated above at all times in perpetuity
and shall be responsible in all respects for ensuring that all parties
subject to these restrictions comply with the restrictions. Each
owner of a fractional interest in a unit is jointly and severally liable
with the hotel owner/operator for violations of the terms and
conditions hereof imposed by the special conditions of the coastal
development permit. Violations of the coastal development permit
can result in penalties pursuant to Public Resources Code Section
30820.
n) All documents related to the marketing and sale of the fractional
interest units, including marketing materials, sales contracts, deeds,
CC & R’s and similar documents, shall notify buyers of the following:
1. The owners of a fractional interest in a unit are jointly and
severally liable with the hotel owner/operator for any violations
of the terms and conditions hereof imposed by the coastal
development permit.
2. The occupancy of the units is restricted to 90 days per
calendar year with a maximum of 29 consecutive days of use
during any 60 day period, and when not in use by the owner,
the unit shall be made available for rental by the hotel operator
to the general public and that the coastal development permit
contains additional restrictions on use and occupancy
o) The hotel owner/operator and any successor-in-interest hotel
owner/operator, and each future owner of a fractional interest in a
unit shall obtain, prior to sale of a fractional interest, a written
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acknowledgement from the buyer that occupancy by the owner is
limited to 90 days per calendar year with a maximum of 29
consecutive days of use during any 60 day period, that the unit must
be available for rental by the hotel operator to the general public
when not occupied by the owner, and that there are further
restrictions on use and occupancy in the coastal development permit
and the CC & R’s or Declaration of Restrictions.
p) The hotel owner/operator and any successor-in-interest hotel
owner/operator shall monitor and record hotel occupancy and use by
the general public and the owners of a fractional interest in a unit
throughout each year. The monitoring and record keeping shall
include specific accounting of owner usage for each individual
guestroom/unit. The records shall be sufficient to demonstrate
compliance with the restrictions set forth in a through i above. The
hotel owner/-operator shall also maintain documentation of rates
paid for hotel occupancy and of advertising and marketing efforts.
All such records shall be maintained for ten years and shall be made
available to the City, and to the general public Executive Director of
the Coastal Commission upon request and to the auditor required by
section q below. Within 30 days of commencing hotel operations,
the hotel owner/operator shall submit notice to the Director of
Planning and to the Executive Director of the California Coastal
Commission of commencement of hotel operations.
q) Within 90 days of the end of the first calendar year of hotel
operations, and within 90 days of the end of each succeeding
calendar year, the hotel owner/operator shall retain an independent
auditing company, approved by the Director of Planning, to perform
an audit to evaluate compliance with special conditions of the
coastal development permit which are required by this Section
regarding notice, recordkeeping, and monitoring of the Fractional
Interest Hotel. The audit shall evaluate compliance by the hotel
owner/operator and owners of fractional interests in a unit during the
prior calendar year period. The hotel owner/operator shall instruct
the auditor to prepare a report identifying the auditor’s findings,
conclusions and the evidence relied upon, and such report shall be
submitted to the Director of Planning, for review and approval, and
shall be available to the general public Executive Director of the
Coastal Commission upon request, within six months after the
conclusion of each one year period of hotel operations. After the
initial five calendar years, the one-year audit period may be extended
to two years upon written approval of the Director of Planning. The
Director of Planning may grant such approval if each of the previous
audits revealed compliance with all restrictions imposed above.
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SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 21
Add new Section 4.9.13 as follows:
4.9.13 If the hotel owner and the hotel operator at any point become
separate entities, the hotel owner and the hotel operator shall be jointly and
severally responsible for ensuring compliance with the requirements
identified above. If the hotel owner and hotel operator become separate
entities they shall be jointly and severally liable for violations of the terms
and conditions (restrictions) identified above.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 22
Add new Section 4.9.14 as follows:
4.9.14 A coastal development permit application for a Fractional Interest
Hotel shall include a plan specifying how the requirements outlined in
4.9.12 will be implemented. The plan must include, at a minimum, the form
of the sale, deed and CC & Rs/Declaration of Restrictions that will be used
to satisfy the requirements and the form of the rental program agreement
to be entered into between the individual unit owners and the hotel owneroperator. The plan must demonstrate that the applicant will establish
mechanisms that provide the hotel operator and any successor-in-interest
hotel operator adequate legal authority to implement the requirements of
Section 4.9.12 above. An acceptable plan meeting these requirements shall
be incorporated into the special conditions of approval of any coastal
development permit for a Fractional Interest Hotel. Any proposed changes
to the approved plan and subsequent documents pertaining to compliance
with and enforcement of the terms and conditions required by Section
4.9.12 and this section including deeds and CC & R’s/Declaration shall not
occur without an amendment to the coastal development permit, unless it
is determined by the Director of Planning that no such amendment is
legally required.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 23
4.9.15 Any hotel rooms for which a certificate of occupancy has been
issued at the effective date of adoption of this Section shall not be
permitted to be converted to a Fractional Ownership Hotel.
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SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 24
4.9.16 In Lieu Fee Required
1. New development of overnight accommodations that are not “lower
cost” shall be required to pay, as a condition of approval of a coastal
development permit, an in-lieu fee to provide significant funding to
assist in the creation of a substantial contribution to lower cost
overnight visitor accommodations in or near Huntington Beach. The
specific dollar amount of the fee shall be $50,000 $3,000 in 2006
dollars (which shall be adjusted annually to account for inflation i.e.
according to increases in the Consumer Price Index – U.S. City
Average) times 25% of the total quantity of proposed non-lower-cost
and limited use overnight visitor accommodation units.
2. Prior to issuance of the coastal development permit, and upon
execution of an appropriate agreement between the City and the
designated recipient that assures use of the in-lieu fee for the
intended mitigation, the applicant shall transfer the fee to the entity
designated in the agreement, which shall be the City of Huntington
Beach, the California State Department of Parks and Recreation,
Hosteling International USA, or similar public agency and/or nonprofit provider of lower cost overnight visitor accommodations. If
the in lieu fee, or any portion thereof, is not committed toward a use
(i.e. with an effective agreement in place for use toward an
identifiable project) within one year of payment of the fee, the in lieu
fee shall be made available to be applied toward lower-cost overnight
visitor accommodations at Crystal Cove State Park.
3. The specific dollar amount that will define what type(s) of
development constitute “lower cost” overnight visitor
accommodations will depend on the local and regional supply of
overnight visitor accommodations, type and location of proposed
development at the time of discretionary review.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 25
Modify the City’s proposed addition to Section 4.11.01(b) Permitted Uses as
follows:
Timeshare Units Condominium-Hotel pursuant to section 4.11.13
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SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 26
Delete proposed Section 4.11.13 of the Downtown Specific Plan and replace with
the following Section 4.11.13:
4.11.13
Condominium-Hotel: May be permitted and shall be
conditioned as follows:
a) Any hotel rooms for which a certificate of occupancy has been
issued at the effective date of adoption of this Section shall not
be permitted to be converted to a Condominium-Hotel.
b) A maximum of 75% of the total number of guestroom/units may
be subdivided into condominiums and sold for individual
ownership.
b) The hotel owner/operator shall retain control and ownership of all
structures, recreational amenities, meeting space, restaurants,
“back of house” and other non-guest unit facilities. When the
Condominium-Hotel is located on land owned by the City, the
hotel owner/operator shall be a leaseholder of the land upon
which the Condominium-Hotel exists.
c) The Condominium-Hotel facility shall have an on-site hotel
operator to manage rental/booking of all guestroom/units.
Whenever any individually owned hotel unit is not occupied by its
owner(s), that unit shall be available for hotel rental by the
general public on the same basis as a traditional hotel room.
d) The hotel operator shall market and advertise all rooms to the
general public. Unit owners may also independently market and
advertise their units but all booking of reservations shall be made
by and through the hotel operator.
e) The hotel operator shall manage all guestroom/units as part of the
hotel inventory, which management will include the booking of
reservations, mandatory front desk check-in and check-out,
maintenance, cleaning services and preparing units for use by
guests/owners, a service for which the hotel operator may charge
the unit owner a reasonable fee.
f) If the hotel operator is not serving as the rental agent for an
individually owned unit, then the hotel operator shall nevertheless
have the right, working through the individually owned units’
owners or their designated agents, to book any unoccupied room
to fulfill demand, at a rate similar to comparable accommodations
in the hotel. The owner or an owner’s rental agent may not
withhold units from use. In all circumstances, the hotel operator
shall have full access to the condominiums’ reservation and
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booking schedule so that the operator can fulfill its booking and
management obligations hereunder.
g) All guestroom/unit keys shall be electronic and created by the
hotel operator upon each new occupancy to control the use of the
individually owned units.
h) Unit owners shall not discourage rental of their unit or create
disincentives meant to discourage rental of their unit.
i) All individually owned hotel units shall be rented a rate similar to
that charged by the hotel operator for the traditional hotel rooms
of a similar class or amenity level.
j) The hotel operator shall maintain records of usage by owners and
renters and rates charged for all units, and shall be responsible
for reporting Transient Occupancy Taxes based on records of use
for all units, a service for which the hotel operator may charge the
unit owner a reasonable fee.
k) Each individually owned hotel unit shall be used by its owner(s)
(no matter how many owners there are) for not more than 90 days
per calendar year with a maximum of 29 consecutive days of use
during any 60 day period.
l) The use period limitations identified in (k) above, shall be
unaffected by multiple owners or the sale of a unit to a new owner
during the calendar year, meaning that all such owners of any
given unit shall be collectively subject to the use restriction as if
they were a single, continuous owner.
m) No portion of the Condominium-Hotel may be converted to fulltime occupancy condominium or any other type of Limited Use
Overnight Visitor Accommodations or other project that differs
from the approved Condominium-Hotel.
n) Prior to issuance of a coastal development permit for the
Condominium-Hotel, the landowner(s) of the property(ies) within
District 9 upon which the traditional units/rooms (i.e.transient
hotel rooms) are developed shall execute and record a deed
restriction(s), subject to the review and approval of the Planning
Director and the Executive Director of the Coastal Commission,
which prohibits the conversion of those traditional hotel
units/rooms to any other type of ownership (e.g. limited use
overnight visitor accommodations). The deed restriction shall
run with the land, shall be executed and consented to by the
existing lessee(s) of the affected property(ies) and shall be
binding on the landowner(s) and lessee(s), and on all successors
and assigns of the landowner(s) and lessee(s), including without
limitation any future lienholders. This deed restriction(s) shall not
be removed or changed without approval of an amendment to the
underlying coastal development permit and approval of an
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o)

p)

q)

r)

amendment to the LCP by the Coastal Commission. However
minor changes that do not conflict with subsection a) and m)
above may be processed as an amendment to the coastal
development permit only, unless it is determined by the Director
of Planning and the Executive Director of the Coastal
Commission that such an amendment is not legally required.
The hotel owner/operator shall be required to submit, prior to
issuance of a coastal development permit, for the review and
approval of the Director of Planning, a Declaration of Restrictions
or CC & R’s (Covenants, Conditions & Restrictions) either of
which shall include:
1. All the specific restrictions listed in a through m above;
2. Acknowledgement that these same restrictions are
independently imposed as condition requirements of the
coastal development permit;
3. A statement that provisions of the CC & Rs/Declaration of
Restrictions that reflect the requirements of a through n above
cannot be changed without approval of an LCP amendment by
the Coastal Commission and subsequent coastal development
permit amendment. However, minor changes that do not
conflict with a) – m) above may be processed as an
amendment to the coastal development permit, unless it is
determined by the Director of Planning that an amendment is
not legally required. If there is a section of the
C&Rs/Declaration of Restrictions related to amendments, and
the statement provided pursuant to this paragraph is not in
that section, then the section on amendments shall crossreference this statement and clearly indicate that it controls
over any contradictory statements in the section of the
Declaration/CC&R’s on amendments.
The CC & R’s or Declaration of Restrictions described above shall
be recorded against all individual property titles simultaneously
with the recordation of the condominium airspace map.
The provisions of the CC & R’s or Declaration of Restrictions
described above shall not be changed without approval of an
amendment to the LCP by the Coastal Commission. However
minor changes that do not conflict with a) through p) above may
be processed as an amendment to the coastal development
permit, unless it is determined by the Director of Planning that an
amendment is not legally required.
The hotel owner/operator or any successor-in-interest shall
maintain the legal ability to ensure compliance with the terms and
conditions stated above at all times in perpetuity and shall be
responsible in all respects for ensuring that all parties subject to
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these restrictions comply with the restrictions. Each owner of an
individual guest room/condominium unit is jointly and severally
liable with the hotel owner-operator for any and all violations of
the terms and conditions imposed by the special conditions of
the coastal development permit with respect to the use of that
owner’s unit. Violations of the coastal development permit can
result in penalties pursuant to Public Resources Code Section
30820.
s) All documents related to the marketing and sale of the
condominium interests, including marketing materials, sales
contracts, deeds, CC & Rs and similar documents, shall notify
buyers of the following:
1. Each owner of any individual hotel unit is jointly and
severally liable with the hotel owner-operator for any
violations of the terms and conditions of the coastal
development permit with respect to the use of that
owner’s unit; and
2. The occupancy of the units by owner(s) is restricted to
90 days per calendar year with a maximum of 29
consecutive days of use during any 60 day period, and
when not in use by the owner, the unit shall be made
available for rental by the hotel operator to the general
public per the terms of the coastal development permit
and that the coastal development permit contains
additional restrictions on use and occupancy.
t) The hotel owner/operator and any successor-in-interest hotel
owner and operator, and each future individual unit owner shall
obtain, prior to sale of individual units, a written
acknowledgement from the buyer that occupancy by the owner is
limited to 90 days per calendar year with a maximum of 29
consecutive days of use during any 60 day period, that the unit
must be available for rental by the hotel operator to the general
public when not occupied by the owner, and that there are further
restrictions on use and occupancy in the coastal development
permit and the CC & R’s or Declaration of Restrictions.
u) The hotel owner/operator and any successor-in-interest hotel
owner and operator shall monitor and record hotel occupancy
and use by the general public and the owners of individual hotel
units throughout each year. The monitoring and record keeping
shall include specific accounting of owner usage for each
individual guestroom/unit. The records shall be sufficient to
demonstrate compliance with the restrictions set forth in a
through n above. The hotel owner-operator shall also maintain
documentation of rates paid for hotel occupancy and of
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advertising and marketing efforts. All such records shall be
maintained for ten years and shall be made available to the City,
and the general public Executive Director of the Coastal
Commission upon request and to the auditor required by section
v below. Within 30 days of commencing hotel operations, the
hotel owner-operator shall submit notice to the Director of
Planning and to the Executive Director of the California Coastal
Commission of commencement of hotel operations.
v) Within 90 days of the end of the first calendar year of hotel
operations, and within 90 days of the end of each succeeding
calendar year, the hotel owner-operator shall retain an
independent auditing company, approved by the Director of
Planning, to perform an audit to evaluate compliance with special
conditions of the coastal development permit which are required
by this Section regarding occupancy restrictions, notice,
recordkeeping, and monitoring of the Condominium-Hotel. The
audit shall evaluate compliance by the hotel owner/operator and
owners of individual hotel units during the prior one-year period.
The hotel owner/operator shall instruct the auditor to prepare a
report identifying the auditor’s findings, conclusions and the
evidence relied upon, and such report shall be submitted to the
Director of Planning, for review and approval, and shall be
available to the general public Executive Director of the Coastal
Commission upon request, within six months after the conclusion
of each one year period of hotel operations. After the initial five
calendar years, the one-year audit period may be extended to two
years upon written approval of the Director of Planning. The
Director of Planning may grant such approval if each of the
previous audits revealed compliance with all restrictions imposed
above.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 27
Add new Section 4.11.14, as follows:
4.11.14 If the hotel owner and the hotel operator at any point become
separate entities, the hotel owner and the hotel operator shall be jointly and
severally responsible for ensuring compliance with the requirements
identified above. If the hotel owner and hotel operator become separate
entities, they shall be jointly and severally liable for violations of the terms
and conditions (restrictions) identified above.
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SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 28
Add new Section 4.11.15, as follows:
4.11.15 A coastal development permit application for a Condominium-Hotel
shall include a plan specifying how the requirements outlined in 4.11.13 will
be implemented. The plan must include, at a minimum, the form of the
sale, deed and CC & Rs/Declaration of Restrictions that will be used to
satisfy the requirements and the form of the rental program agreement to
be entered into between the individual unit owners and the hotel
owner/operator. The plan must demonstrate that the applicant will
establish mechanisms that provide the hotel operator and any successorin-interest hotel operator adequate legal authority to implement the
requirements of Section 4.11.13 above. An acceptable plan meeting these
requirements shall be incorporated into the special conditions of approval
of any coastal development permit for a Condominium-Hotel. Any
proposed changes to the approved plan and subsequent documents
pertaining to compliance with and enforcement of the terms and conditions
required by Section 4.11.13 and this section including deeds and
CC&Rs/Declaration of Restrictions shall not occur without an amendment
to the coastal development permit, unless it is determined by the Director
of Planning that an amendment is not legally required.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 29
Add new Section 4.11.16, as follows:
4.11.16 Any hotel rooms for which a certificate of occupancy has been
issued in the District at the effective date of adoption of this Section
(4.11.13) shall not be permitted to be converted to Limited Use Overnight
Visitor Accommodations.
SUGGESTED MODIFICATION NO. 30
Add new Section 4.11.17, as follows:
4.11.17 In Lieu Fee Required
1. New development of overnight accommodations that are not “lower
cost” shall be required to pay, as a condition of approval of a coastal
development permit, an in-lieu fee to provide significant funding to
assist in the creation of a substantial contribution to lower cost
overnight visitor accommodations in or near Huntington Beach. The
specific dollar amount of the fee shall be $50,000 $3,000 in 2006
dollars (which shall be adjusted annually to account for inflation i.e.
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according to increases in the Consumer Price Index – U.S. City
Average) times 25% of the total quantity of proposed non-lower-cost
and limited use overnight visitor accommodation units.
2. Prior to issuance of the coastal development permit, and upon
execution of an appropriate agreement between the City and the
designated recipient that assures use of the in-lieu fee for the
intended mitigation, the applicant shall transfer the fee to the entity
designated in the agreement, which shall be the City of Huntington
Beach, the California State Department of Parks and Recreation,
Hosteling International USA, or similar public agency and/or nonprofit provider of lower cost overnight visitor accommodations. If
the in lieu fee, or any portion thereof, is not committed toward a use
(i.e. with an effective agreement in place for use toward an
identifiable project) within one year of payment of the fee, the in lieu
fee shall be made available to be applied toward lower-cost overnight
visitor accommodations at Crystal Cove State Park.
3. The specific dollar amount that will define what type(s) of
development constitute “lower cost” overnight visitor
accommodations will depend on the local and regional supply of
overnight visitor accommodations, type and location of proposed
development at the time of discretionary review.
Suggested Modification No. 31
In the Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance, in Chapter 211 C Commercial Districts,
within Section 211.04 CO, CG, and CV Districts: Land Use Controls, on the
allowable uses chart (pages 211-2 through 211-4), on page 211-4, under Quasi
Residential, delete timeshares, residential hotels, and single room occupancy as
uses within the CV district and add the following under Visitor Accommodations,
after Hotels, Motels:
CO
Visitor Accommodations
Bed & Breakfast Inns PC
Hotels, Motels
Condominium-Hotel/ Fractional Ownership
Hotel
Quasi Residential
Timeshares
Residential Hotel
Single Room Occupancy

CG

CV

Additional Provisions

PC
PC
-

PC
PC
PC

(K)
(I)
(W)[or lettered as
appropriate]

PC
PC
PC

PC
PC
PC

(I), (J)
(J)
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Suggested Modification No. 32
At the end of section 211.04, Additional Provisions, add new Additional Provision
(W) [or lettered as appropriate to conform to the City’s format]:
(W) In the CV District, Condominium-Hotels and/or Fractional Interest
Hotels are allowed only at the Pacific City (Downtown Specific Plan District
7) and Waterfront (Downtown Specific Plan District 9) sites. Refer to
Downtown Specific Plan.
Suggested Modification No. 33
In the Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance, in Chapter 203 Definitions, add the
following definitions in alphabetical order:
Hotel Owner/Operator – The entity that owns and operates a hotel. If the
hotel operator is separate from the hotel owner both are jointly and
severally responsible for ensuring compliance with the requirements
described in this LCP and/or recorded against the property, as well as
jointly and severally liable for violations of said requirements and
restrictions.
Limited Use Overnight Visitor Accommodations – Any hotel, motel, or other
similar facility that provides overnight visitor accommodations wherein a
purchaser receives the right in perpetuity, for life, or a term of years, to the
recurrent, exclusive use or occupancy of a lot, parcel, unit, room(s), or
segment of the facility, annually or on some other seasonal or periodic
basis, for a period of time that has been or will be allotted from the use or
occupancy periods into which the facility has been divided and shall
include, but not be limited to Timeshare, Condominium-Hotel, Fractional
Ownership Hotel, or uses of a similar nature.

SUGGESTED MODIFICATION N0. 34
Replace existing definition of “timeshare” in Chapter 204 with the following:
Timeshare – Any arrangement, plan, or similar program, other than an
exchange program, whereby a purchaser receives ownership rights in or
the right to use accommodations for a period of time less than a full year
during any given year, on a recurring basis for more than one year, but not
necessarily for consecutive years.
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Add the following new definitions to Chapter 204:
Condominium-Hotel –Facility providing overnight visitor accommodations
where ownership of at least some of the individual guestrooms (units)
within the larger building or complex is in the form of separate
condominium ownership interests, as defined in California Civil Code
section 1351(f). The primary function of the Condominium-Hotel is to
provide overnight transient visitor accommodations within every unit that
is available to the general public on a daily basis year-round, while
providing both general public availability and limited owner occupancy of
those units that are in the form of separate condominium ownership
interests.

Fractional Ownership Hotel – Facility providing overnight visitor
accommodations where at least some of the guestrooms (units) within the
facility are owned separately by multiple owners on a fractional time basis.
A fractional time basis means that an owner receives exclusive right to use
of the individual unit for a certain quantity of days per year and each unit
available for fractional ownership will have multiple owners.
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